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ABSTRACT 
 

The Relationship between an Independent Audit and Financial Reporting Quality: 

Evidence from Small Private Commercial Banks 

 
By David Y. Chan 

Dissertation Director: Dr. Alexander Kogan 

 

The study starts by examining whether the decision to have an independent 

audit is systematic and endogenous.  Private commercial banks with under $500 million 

in total assets are regulatory exempt from an independent audit requirement.  

However, approximately 56% of these small private commercial banks voluntarily 

decided to have an independent audit.  Utilizing a set of machine learning algorithms, I 

find that the decision to have an independent audit is systematically determinable and 

is endogenously determined given a set of bank characteristics.  I also find that bank 

size, profitability, growth, complexity of operations, and type of ownership may 

influence the decision to have an independent audit at small private commercial banks.   

 

In the main part of the study, I analyze whether an independent audit improves 

financial reporting quality.  Financial reporting quality is quantitatively measured by 

material accuracy, conservative recognition of probable losses, and the magnitude of 

discretionary accruals.  Based on these quantitative measures, I find that having an 

independent audit does not improve financial reporting quality.   More specifically, the 
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results in this study indicate that independently audited small private commercial banks 

had a higher likelihood of having a restatement, were less conservative in recognizing 

probable loan losses, and had higher magnitudes of discretionary accruals.  Collectively, 

the results in this study provide rigorous and substantial evidence that the quality of 

financial reporting may not increase by having an independent audit and may not 

support the benefits of procuring an independent audit absent regulatory requirements.  

Moreover, the study implicates the quality of audits being performed at small private 

commercial banks and perhaps suggests that the audit methodology used by external 

auditors has to be reconsidered. 
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Chapter 1  

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Private companies in general are not mandated to have an independent audit.  

In contrast, public companies and some private companies in highly regulated industries 

such as banking and utilities have regulatory audit requirements.  The imposition of a 

mandatory audit requirement for all types of companies can be considered an intrusive 

regulatory and economic burden (Keasey et al. 1988).  However, absent regulatory 

requirements, there is substantial evidence that an independent audit has a perceived 

value and benefits that exceed the economic burden.  Prior to the enactment of the 

Securities Exchange Act of 19341, approximately 94% of public companies on the New 

York Stock Exchange (NYSE) were already audited by independent auditors (Wallace 

1980).  As for private companies, (Collis 2010; Collis et al. 2004; Seow 2001; Rennie et al. 

2003) find many small private companies who are exempt from regulatory requirements 

still opted to have an independent audit.   

 

The demand for an independent audit may result from the need for a monitoring 

mechanism, quality financial information, and insurance against reliance damages by 

stakeholders (Wallace 1980).  The stakeholders or principals can include owners, 

investors, creditors, customers, taxpayers, and even regulators.  In agency theory (Watts 

and Zimmerman 1983; Jensen and Meckling 1976; Flint 1988), the principal has an 

                                                             
1 Mandated the preparation and certification of financial statements by public companies. 
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inherent interest in an independent audit because it can reduce opportunistic behavior 

and reporting by the agent.  An independent audit can reduce agent bias in reporting 

and improve the quality of financial reporting information (Kinney Jr and Martin 1994).  

Furthermore, an independent audit reduces the level of information uncertainty for 

outsiders by having an independent third party attest to the material recording accuracy 

of the company’s business transactions and accounting estimates.  The objective of an 

independent audit is to express an opinion on whether the financial statements are free 

from material misstatements (AU Section 110).  A misstatement is material if it can 

change or influence the judgment of a reasonable person (AU Section 312).   

 

Arguably, the premise of the demand for an independent audit revolves around 

the demand for quality financial information.  Prior literature has focused on the effect 

that auditor characteristics or type of auditing firm has on financial reporting quality at 

public companies.  For example, (DeAngelo 1981) finds that accounting firm size may be 

a good proxy for audit quality and (Turner and Sennetti 2001) find that companies 

audited by the Big 6 are less likely to have restatements.  Other researchers study the 

effect of auditor specialization and tenure on audit and financial reporting quality.  The 

big audit firms typically have specialized industry practices.  Auditors who have industry 

specialty expertise can perform better quality audits (Solomon et al. 1999).  

Additionally, a reoccurring auditor can perform a higher quality audit and thus improve 

financial reporting quality due to continual experience with the client being audited 

(Johnson et al. 2002).   Collectively, these characteristics and attributes of auditors may 
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enhance the overall level of financial reporting quality.  However, to the best of our 

knowledge, there has been anecdotal and circumstantial evidence but no rigorous 

empirical studies showing the correlation between an independent audit and financial 

reporting quality.  By definition of an independent audit, it is un-debatable that an audit 

improves financial reporting quality.  In other words, the financial reporting information 

of audited companies should be of higher quality than unaudited companies.  The 

amount of research in this is area has been limited because of the lack of financial 

reporting data on private companies with no regulatory audit requirement.   

 

In this study, we specifically examine and gain insight on the relationship 

between an independent audit and financial reporting quality in the small private 

commercial bank setting.  Private commercial banks (also referred to subsequently as 

banks) are regulated by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC).  Unlike public 

companies, private commercial banks are not all require by FDIC to have an 

independent audit.  Private commercial banks with under $500 million in total assets are 

regulatorily exempt from having an independent audit2’3.  The non-mandate could be 

rationalized by the potential regulatory burden that an independent audit can have on 

these smaller banks.  Another potential explanation of only requiring independent 

audits of banks with above $500 million in total assets is that larger banks may pose a 

                                                             
2 FDI Act 12 C.F.R. Part 363 
3 3 Exceptions: 1) Thrifts, regardless of size, with a composite safety and soundness CAMELS rating of 
3,4,5; 2) Holding  companies which control insured financial institution subsidiary(ies) with aggregate 
consolidated assets of $500 million or more; 3) Any other entity for which the OTS determines an audit is 
required for safety and soundness reasons; (OTS Audit Rule 12 CFR 562.4) and 4) Small banks part of a 
public holding company. 
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greater systemic risk to the financial system.  Thus, the incentive is greater for more 

accurate reporting and monitoring of larger banks.  This was exhibited by the recent 

financial crisis where the government only bailed out larger banks under the notion that 

they were too big to fail.  Absent regulatory requirement, there still appears to be a 

perceived value of an independent audit by smaller banks.  In this study, we find 

approximately 56% of small private commercial banks decided to have an independent 

audit absent a regulatory requirement.  An independent audit can also serve as a signal 

to external parties that the company’s financial reporting is of higher quality when 

compared with unaudited companies (Wallace 1980).  For banks, having an independent 

audit can be used to signal to regulators that its financial reporting is of higher quality 

and perhaps may lower the probability of triggering a potential supervisory 

examination.   

 

Commercial banks are an integral part of our economy.  They provide an 

essential public financial intermediary service between borrowers and depositors.  

Evident by the recent financial crisis, the failure of banks can be catastrophically 

damaging to economic production.  Therefore, it is in the interest of the public to have 

these institutions carefully monitored.  The FDIC is mandated by the government to 

independently maintain stability and public confidence in the banking system.  The FDIC 

uses Call Report filings and supervisory examinations as a means to monitor banks.  Call 

Reports are similar to the financial statement filings by public companies with the 

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).  For the FDIC to effectively supervise and 
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examine banks, timely and accurate financial reporting is essential.  Material 

misstatements or misleading information on the Call Reports undermined the ability of 

Regulators to effectively monitor and supervise banks.   According to (Lindo 2007), the 

most common causes of material misstatements at banking organizations were relating 

to the misapplication of accounting principles and calculation errors.  Although not all 

banks are required to have an independent audit, an audit should have a significant role 

in reducing material misstatements and the misapplication of accounting principles.    

 

We start our study by examining whether the decision to have an audit is a 

systematic and endogenous decision based on a set of company characteristics.  We test 

this theory by training and testing six popular machine learning classification algorithms.   

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to utilize machine learning 

algorithms to test whether the decision to have an independent audit is systematic and 

endogenous.  Prior accounting and auditing literature has looked at the use of machine 

learning algorithms to predict the likelihood that a company is a going concern, going 

bankrupt, and committing fraud.  We find that four of the six machine learning 

algorithms used were able to learn and then classify with reasonable accuracy whether 

a bank is likely to be audited utilizing only bank characteristic variables (Accuracy Rates: 

SimpleLogistics (72.23%), SMO (71.81%), JRIP (71.92%), and RandomForest (72.45%)).  

The reasonable accuracy rates of these machine learning algorithms suggest that the 

decision to have an audit may be systematically determinable and is endogenously and 

optimally determined given company characteristics.  We also find specifically that bank 
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size, profitability, growth, complexity of operations, and type of ownership may 

influence the decision to have an independent audit.   

 

In the main part of the study, we analyze whether an independent audit 

improves financial reporting quality.  We measure financial reporting quality 

quantitatively using material accuracy, conservative recognition of losses, and the 

conservative use of discretionary accruals in reporting.  First, restatements are used as a 

proxy for material accuracy in financial reporting.  A restatement is required when a 

material misstatement is discovered subsequently on issued financial statements.  

Intuition and anecdotal evidence would suggest that consistently audited banks should 

have fewer restatements due to the fact that an independent expert third party has 

performed periodic transaction and internal controls testing, and reviewed accounting 

choices made by management.  Although the Call Report filings are not specifically 

audited by independent auditors, we make the assumption that a bank that is 

consistently audited should have higher quality financial reporting information than a 

bank that is consistently unaudited.  However, we find that audited banks have a higher 

propensity to have restatements compared with peer unaudited banks.  On a more 

positive note, we do find that the restatements of audited banks are of lower magnitude 

than unaudited banks.   

 

Second, we use the estimated discretionary component of the allowance for 

loan losses as a proxy to measure the conservative recognition of loan losses and the 
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magnitude of discretionary accruals used in reporting.   We find that independent 

auditors do not promote financial reporting conservatism.  Based on the study’s 

estimation models, audited banks under-reported probable loan losses compared with 

unaudited banks.  Consequently, audited banks were more aggressive in over-valuing 

assets and in over-reporting income as a result.  This finding is counterintuitive as we 

expected audited banks to exhibit greater conservatism in recognizing potential losses.  

Auditors are more likely to be sued by being associated with over-valued assets, over-

reported revenue, under-reported expenses, and under-reported losses in financial 

reporting (Pierre and Anderson 1984).  We also find that audited banks used higher 

magnitudes of discretionary accruals in reporting.  Higher magnitudes of discretionary 

accruals are of concern to auditors because they can cause estimation errors and 

therefore material misstatements (Francis and Krishnan 1999).  

 

The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows.  In the next chapter, 

we discuss the literature and develop our hypotheses.  In Chapter 3, we describe our 

sample and report descriptive statistics.   Chapter 4 presents our research design and 

empirical models.  Chapter 5 discusses our results and findings, and Chapter 6 

elaborates on limitations, concludes the manuscript, and provides potential future 

research opportunities and directions. 
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Chapter 2  

2. LITERATURE REVIEW & HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT 
 

The objective of this chapter is to discuss the relevant literature and to develop 

our hypotheses.  First, we review the use of machine learning techniques in the 

accounting and auditing literature.  Second, we discuss the relationship between an 

independent audit and financial reporting quality.   

 

2.1. Machine Learning in Accounting & Auditing 
 

In the accounting and auditing literature, machine learning techniques are often 

used with varying level of success to predict or classify bankrupt, going concern, and 

fraudulent companies.  In this section, we provide an overview of the specific machine 

learning techniques used in the literature for each of the three domains. 

 

Bankruptcy is the inability for a company to pay back its debt obligations and 

commitments to creditors.  In the US Bankruptcy Code, a company can reorganize under 

Chapter 11 where the company is considered a going concern or the company can 

liquidate under Chapter 74.  The literature has discussed numerous statistical, data 

mining, and machine learning techniques for predicting or forecasting the bankruptcy of 

companies.  Some examples of these techniques range from uni-variate analysis (Beaver 

1966), multiple discriminant analysis (Altman 1968), logit (Ohlson 1980) and probit 

                                                             
4 Accounting Standards – 852 - Reorganizations 
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(Ohlson 1980; Zmijewski 1984) models, neural networks (Zhang et al. 1999; Tam and 

Kiang 1992; Odom and Sharda 1990), rough set theory (McKee 1998), discrete hazard 

models (Shumway 2001), instance based learners (Park and Han 2002), Bayesian models 

(Sarkar and Sriram 2001; Sun and Shenoy 2007; Aghaie and Saeedi 2009), rule learners 

(Thomaidis et al. 1999), decision trees algorithms (McKee and Greenstein 2000), genetic 

programming (McKee and Lensberg 2002), and support vector machines (Shin et al. 

2005).  In practice, the most commonly used technique is the discriminant analysis 

model called the ZETA credit risk model (Altman et al. 1977).   

 

A going concern is issued by an auditor if the auditor has substantial doubt about 

the auditee’s continual viability.  A company is assumed a going concern if it is likely 

unable to continue meeting its future obligations as they become due (AU Section 341).  

In sequence, a going concern opinion should be issued by the auditor prior to the 

auditee filing for bankruptcy. However, in today’s fast paced business environment this 

may not occur due to the annual nature of audits.  If the auditor has substantial doubt 

about a company’s ability to continue as a going concern, then the auditor expresses 

this opinion in an explanatory paragraph on the audit report.   The statistical, data 

mining, and machine learning techniques used for predicting companies that are a going 

concern have been limited to a hand full.  These techniques include logistic (Bell and 

Tabor 1991; Menon and Schwartz 1987; Mutchler 1985; Chen and Church 1992) and 

probit regression (Dopuch et al. 1987), matched sampling (Martens et al. 2008), and 

multiple discriminant analysis (Mutchler 1985; Levitan and Knoblett 1985).  However, by 
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far, the most popular going concern prediction technique used is logistic regression 

(Martens et al. 2008).   

 

Management fraud is an intentional act to cause a material misstatement on the 

financial statements (AU Section 316).  Fraud is more difficult to detect because 

management has no intention of leaving an obvious trail and there are often few 

examples of fraud to study (Kirkos et al. 2007).  The literature commonly uses statistical, 

data mining, and machine learning techniques such as regression analysis (Abbott et al. 

2000), logistic regression (Bell and Carcello 2000; Spathis et al. 2002; Beasley 1996),  

cascaded logit model (Summers and Sweeney 1998), generalized qualitative response 

model (Hansen et al. 1996), neural networks (Fanning and Cogger 1998; Green and Choi 

1997; Kirkos et al. 2007), decision trees(Kirkos et al. 2007), bayesian belief networks 

(Kirkos et al. 2007), clustering (Thiprungsri 2011), and rule based models (Kim et al. 

2011) to tease out management fraud.  Recently, researchers and practitioners have 

been moving in the direction of using these techniques to continuously audit and 

monitor transactions within a company to detect fraud (Chan and Vasarhelyi 2011; Kim 

et al. 2011; Thiprungsri 2011).  However, there is no dominating machine learning 

algorithm used for fraud detection. 

 

Unlike predicting bankruptcy, going concern, and fraud, there is no practical 

need to predict or classify whether a bank is audited since the banks disclose this 

information voluntarily.  However, we are interested to determine whether the decision 
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to have an audit is systematic and endogenous.   The accuracy of machine learning 

algorithms and using only bank characteristics to predict audited banks would provide 

evidence on whether the decision to have an audit is systematically determined and 

endogenous.  To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing literature on the use of 

machine learning classification algorithms to predict or classify whether a private 

company is audited.  Hence, we do not have any predetermined biased expectation on 

the ability or success of the use of machine learning algorithms in the classification of 

audited banks.  However, (Kohlbeck 2005) does empirically model and analyze the 

demand for an audit.  The statistical fit of their model was approximately 10%.  They 

find that bank managers are more likely to choose an audit as the demand for 

monitoring and expertise increases.  Hence, we slightly favor our expectation that 

machine learning algorithms should have some power in classifying audited and 

unaudited banks. 

 
The discussions presented above can be summarized into the following hypothesis: 

H1: The decision to have an independent audit is systematic and endogenous. 

 
 

2.2. Auditing and Financial Reporting Quality 
 

An independent audit can have a significant role in improving financial reporting 

quality (Cohen et al. 2004).  However, an independent audit performed with low quality 

may be to the detriment of financial reporting quality.  Hence, it can be argued that 

audit quality and financial reporting quality are positively correlated.  Based on this 
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assumption, the literature finds that audit and financial reporting quality is associated 

with material accuracy (DeAngelo 1981), conservative recognition of losses (Lee et al. 

2006), and low magnitudes of discretionary accruals in reporting (Becker et al. 1998).   

 

2.2.1. Material Accuracy and Restatements  
 
Researchers and regulators have recognized that restatements by public 

companies are on the rise (Analytics 2007; Plumlee and Yohn 2009; Scholz 2008; Taub 

2006; Turner and Weirich 2006).  (Plumlee and Yohn 2009) find that during the period of 

2003 to 2006, the primary cause of restatements was due to internal company errors 

and not the complexity of accounting standards.   In the context of banks, (Lindo 2007) 

finds that the most common causes of restatements at public banking organizations 

were relating to the misapplication of accounting principles and calculation errors.   The 

findings of (Plumlee and Yohn 2009) and (Lindo 2007) raises questions about the quality 

of audits being performed and the relationship between an independent audit  and 

financial reporting quality.  A restatement on audited financial statements is a symptom 

of the auditor’s performance of a low quality audit.   In other words, a restatement on 

issued audited financial statements implicates the auditor’s failure to discover material 

misstatements during the audit.  However, it is important to note that the inverse 

relationship does not hold true.  If the audited financial statements are not restated, this 

does not indicate that a quality audit was performed. The company being audited could 

plausibly have had excellent controls over financial reporting irrespective of a low 
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quality audit or that a material misstatement exists but was not discovered 

subsequently.   

 

A restatement can also be argued to be a negative joint reflection on the 

effectiveness of financial reporting controls maintained by management and the 

effectiveness of the audits performed by external auditors.  As part of SOX 2002, 

management and their independent auditors of public companies are required to assess 

the adequacy of the internal controls over financial reporting5.  Although a joint 

responsibility exists, ultimately an independent audit is supposed to serve as a 

compensating control to mitigate the ineffectiveness of management’s internal controls 

over financial reporting and thus the flow of material inaccuracies into financial 

statements.  Moreover, the auditors have a responsibility to perform an audit with 

professional due care.  A quality audit was not performed if it failed to detect and 

correct material misstatements during the audit (DeAngelo 1981).  (Turner and Sennetti 

2001) find that the probability of a restatement is decreased when a quality audit is 

performed.  Hence, a company that is consistently audited should have a higher 

probability that their financial results are more reliable than an unaudited company’s 

financial information.  Furthermore, the magnitude of those misstatements on audited 

financial statements is expected to be lower than unaudited financial statements.   

 
The discussions presented above can be summarized into the following hypotheses: 

                                                             
5 Sarbanes Oxley Act 2002 – Section 404 (Assessment of Internal Controls) 
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H2: An independent audit decreases the likelihood of having restatements. 

H3: An independent audit decreases the magnitudes of restatements. 

 

2.2.2. Conservatism and Magnitude of Discretionary Accruals 
 

For banks, the allowance for loan losses is the largest accounting estimate.  The 

literature recognizes that the allowance for loan losses account consist of a 

nondiscretionary and a discretionary component (Beaver and Engel 1996).  These two 

components are not directly observable to external users of financial statements.   The 

discretionary component is comprised of management’s subjective judgment on the 

quality of loans.  Using discretion, management may deviate from conservative 

estimation of loan portfolio quality by intentionally under reporting (aggressive) 

probable loan losses.  Moreover, bank managers may use the estimation of loan 

portfolio quality as a tool to manage earnings (Beaver and Engel 1996; Beatty et al. 

2002).  The un-conservative estimation of loan portfolio quality can cause misleading 

financial results.  (Dahl et al. 1998) find that auditors are particularly concerned with the 

valuation of the allowance for loan losses on their effect on net book value and income.  

As a gatekeeper, the auditor is responsible for assessing the allowance for loan losses 

and the loan loss provision account for material accuracy, compliance with GAAP, 

excessiveness, presentation of losses, and adequate disclosure (AICPA 2004).   
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Under Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP), an impairment of loans 

should be recognized when it is probable that a credit loss has been incurred6.  

According to (Basu 1997), conservatism in financial reporting is the recognition of losses 

more quickly than gains.  The timely recognition of losses can have a significant impact 

on earnings quality (Ball and Shivakumar 2005).   Under conservative reporting, 

management should discretionarily bias towards over accruing for probable loan losses 

to prevent the potential underreporting of losses and the over reporting of income.  

Furthermore, if a company is audited, we can expect more conservative financial 

reporting or the discretionary over accruing for potential loan losses.  A quality audit is 

associated with conservatism in financial reporting (Lee et al. 2006).  Auditors have a 

tendency to promote the conservative recognition of gains and losses (Cano-Rodríguez 

2010; Basu et al. 2002; Chung et al. 2003; Becker et al. 1998).  Legal liability plays a 

critical role in encouraging auditors to be more conservative in their assessments 

(Francis and Wang 2004; Francis et al. 2003; DeFond and Subramanyam 1998).  The 

likelihood of litigation increases when the audit client under accruals for potential losses 

(Heninger 2001) or when there are material misstatements that result in over-valuing 

assets, over-reporting revenue, and under-reporting expenses and liabilities (Pierre and 

Anderson 1984).  Furthermore, a more conservative audit is expected to be performed 

by auditors when there is regulatory oversight (Van Tendeloo and Vanstraelen 2008).    

After the enactment of the Sarbanes Oxley Act 2002 (SOX), (Lobo and Zhou 2006; 

Zhou 2007) finds public companies became more conservative in the recognition of 

                                                             
6 FASB ASC 310-10-35-4 
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losses and began reporting lower magnitudes of discretionary accruals.  A potential 

reason for this effect could be attributed to SOX increasing financial reporting legal 

ramifications and repercussions on management and their auditors.   Generally 

Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) allows management to report a range of 

acceptable values for accounting estimates because of their subjective nature.  

However, if irregular or erroneous excess discretion is used by management then 

current and future earnings quality can be eroded.  Hence, the magnitude of discretion 

used in financial reporting should be limited.  For those companies who are audited, we 

can expect the more conservative use of discretionary accruals.   For auditors, audit risk 

escalates when higher magnitudes of discretion is used in reporting because material 

estimation errors can occur (Francis and Krishnan 1999).  Furthermore, (Bartov et al. 

2000; Becker et al. 1998) find that clients of Big Six auditors had lower magnitudes of 

discretionary accruals than non-Big Six clients.  The Big Four audit firms are known to be 

synonymous with audit quality.  Thus, it can be inferred that a company that is 

consistently audited with quality should be associated with lower magnitudes of 

discretionary accruals in financial reporting. 

 
The discussions presented above can be summarized into the following hypotheses: 

H4: An independent audit increases the conservative recognition of expected and 

probable losses. 
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H5: An independent audit decreases the magnitudes of discretionary accruals in financial 

reporting. 
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Chapter 3  

3. SAMPLE AND DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS  
 

The data used in this study is obtained from the Report of Condition and Income 

(Call Reports).  US commercial banks are required to submit a Call Report to the FDIC on 

a quarterly basis.  The Call Reports are used by regulators to monitor the performance 

and stability of banks.  In our study, we use the fourth quarter Call Report data 

(annualized)7.  The Call Report is due from the commercial bank within 30 days after the 

end of each calendar quarter8.  The financial reporting requirements imposed by the 

FDIC for commercial banks are similar to those required by the Securities and Exchange 

Commission (SEC) for public companies.  The regulatory reports are based on Generally 

Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) rather than on statutory accounting principles 

(Beatty and Harris 1999) and are examined on a regular basis by regulators (Gunther 

and Moore 2003).    

 

An advantage of analyzing small private commercial banks utilizing Call Report 

data is twofold.  First, we have a large dataset which consist of audited and unaudited 

banks due to no regulatory requirement of an independent audit.  Small private 

commercial banks with less than $500 million in total assets are exempt from the 

                                                             
7 FFIEC 031 and 041 
8 FFIEC 031 and 041 
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mandate of having an annual independent audit9’10.  The option to have an audit by a 

homogenous large population allows us to analyze in isolation the impact that an 

independent audit has on financial reporting quality.  Second, smaller companies have a 

tendency to have lower quality financial reporting and therefore increase the benefit of 

having an independent audit.  The literature finds that smaller companies within 

industries are specifically found more likely to have restatements and hence have lower 

financial reporting quality (Kinney and McDaniel 1989; Plumlee and Yohn 2010; Turner 

and Sennetti 2001).    

 

The largest bank during the period under study has approximately $499,928,000 

in total assets and hence all the banks in this study are exempted by regulation from 

having an independent audit.  We only use banks with under $500 million in total assets 

for all 10 years under study.  The data used ranges from 2001 to 2010 (10 Years) and 

includes only private US commercial banks11.  The audit indicator variable provided by 

the Call Reports consists of eight categories representing the highest level of accounting 

or auditing service obtained12.  We construct our binary independent audit variable 

using the first two categories.  A commercial bank is categorized as audited if the 

commercial bank (Category 1) or its parent bank holding company (Category 2) had an 

                                                             
9 FDI Act 12 C.F.R. Part 363 
10 3 Exceptions: 1) Thrifts, regardless of size, with a composite safety and soundness CAMELS rating of 
3,4,5; 2) Holding  companies which control insured financial institution subsidiary(ies) with aggregate 
consolidated assets of $500 million or more; 3) Any other entity for which the OTS determines an audit is 
required for safety and soundness reasons; (OTS Audit Rule 12 CFR 562.4) and 4) Small banks part of a 
public holding company. 
11 The years 2001 and 2010 were removed in analysis because of need for lagging and leading of variables 
for certain calculations and variable transformations. 
12 FFIEC 031 and 041 
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independent audit. There are 3,962 unique commercial banks in the dataset and 2,233 

of them are audited.  Therefore, approximately 56% of the banks decided to have an 

audit absent regulatory requirements.  All banks were active and their decision to have 

an audit or to not have an audit was persistent for all 10 years.  The purpose of using 

persistent banks is because the Call Reports are not directly audited but the financial 

information used to generate those Call Reports is audited.  Hence, we make the 

assumption that a bank that consistently obtains an independent audit should have 

higher quality financial information than a consistently unaudited bank.  Table 

1A/B/C/D provides summary statistics and Table 2  provides Pearson’s correlation 

coefficients for all the variables used in this study.  All the variables used in this study 

were standardized during analysis to provide comparable and interpretable coefficients.   

 

We also construct our main dependent variables using the restatement and the 

allowance for loan losses variable from the Call Report.  The FDIC defines a restatement 

as corrections resulting from; (1) mathematical mistakes, (2) mistakes in applying 

accounting principles, (3) improper use of information which existed when the prior 

Reports of Condition and Income were prepared, and (4) a change from an accounting 

principle that is neither accepted nor sanctioned by bank supervisors to one that is 

acceptable to supervisors.  We transform the continuous numeric restatement variable 

into two constructed variables; the occurrence of a restatement (dummy variable) and 

the magnitude of a restatement (absolute value of restatement variable).  Table 3 

shows numerically and Figure 1 shows graphically the trend in number of restatements 
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over the period of study.  Notably there was a spike in number of restatements from 

2007 to 2009.  We cannot find an explanation for the spike in number of restatements.  

However, we cannot speculate that it was due to estimation errors of loan portfolio 

quality from the mortgage crisis since restatements do not specifically include 

estimation errors.  Table 4, Table 5, and Figure 2 show the breakdown of restatements 

between unaudited and audited banks.  The univariate analysis clearly shows that 

audited banks had more restatements than unaudited banks.  And Table 6 shows the 

number of banks that have multiple restatements over the period under study.  

Interestingly, there are fifty two banks that have five or more restatements over a 10 

year span (34 audited and 18 unaudited). 

 

The FDIC defines the allowance for loan losses variable to be a reserve amount 

for possible loan losses.  The literature recognizes the allowance for loan losses account 

consist of two components.  Using the (Beaver and Engel 1996) estimation model, we 

estimate the non-discretionary and discretionary component of the allowance for loan 

losses account.   We then transform the continuous numeric discretionary component 

of the allowance for loan losses variable into two constructed variables; discretionary 

conservative recognition of probable loan losses (dummy variable - sign of residual from 

the (Beaver and Engel 1996) model), and magnitude of discretionary accrual (absolute 

value of the residual from the (Beaver and Engel 1996) model).   
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Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the number of audited and unaudited banks who 

were not conservative in recognizing loan losses and the magnitude of discretionary 

accruals over the period under study, respectively.  Un-conservative recognition of 

probable loan losses is defined as a negative value for the residual created by the 

(Beaver and Engel 1996) model.  We can see from Figure 3 that audited banks were 

consistently less conservative in recognizing potential loan losses than unaudited banks.  

However, from Figure 4 we see inconsistency in the magnitude of discretionary accruals 

used between audited and unaudited banks.  But noticeably, audited banks had higher 

magnitudes of discretionary accruals towards the end of the study period.  We examine 

these univariate findings further using multivariate statistical models in the next 

chapter. 
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Table 1 
 

Summary Statistics 
 

A. Unaudited Banks 

 

Variable N Mean Std Dev Median Minimum Maximum 
LTA 13548 -0.48533 0.93744 0.47569 -4.35524 2.00091 
OFF 13548 2.79569 2.67816 2 1 65 
NIITI 13548 0.10013 0.05952 0.08915 -0.28164 0.90997 
OBTA 13548 0.08566 0.06837 0.07249 0 2.43242 
MU 13548 0.000664 0.02577 0 0 1 
BHC 13548 0.84765 0.35937 1 0 1 
GR 13548 0.05696 0.13088 0.04132 -0.41402 3.60613 
ROAA 13548 0.0108 0.00812 0.01068 -0.10754 0.15583 
LTC 13548 6.0647 2.45162 6.05553 0.08918 31.47715 
DALL 13548 -0.04196 0.90335 0.13158 -1.89258 9.07786 
DCO 13548 -0.04096 0.9087 0.28943 -0.46279 36.85237 
DTL 13548 -0.10804 0.98916 0.09914 -2.63317 6.25032 
DNPL 13548 -0.06532 0.80651 -0.3373 -0.58571 13.29604 

DNPL  13548 -0.07024 0.85132 0.14746 -15.5803 9.92234 
SLTL 13548 5.73229 2.30181 5.72657 0.09204 34.6 
S NPL 13548 0.00803 0.08066 0 -1.4197 1.21253 
SLNPL 13548 0.05271 0.09038 0.02476 0 1.90811 
SLALL 13548 0.07996 0.04359 0.07473 0.00134 1.10909 
AI 13548 0 0 0 0 0 
RS 13548 0.05669 0.23125 0 0 1 
rALLDirect 13548 0.45675 0.49814 0 0 1 
rALLABS 13548 0.5256 0.4961 0.39972 6.01E-06 7.75156 
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B. Audited Banks 

Variable N Mean Std Dev Median Minimum Maximum 
LTA 17602 0.37361 0.87889 0.47772 -4.1375 2.006 
OFF 17602 4.41052 3.12779 4 0 29 
NIITI 17602 0.12267 0.1059 0.10582 -2.30321 0.99937 
OBTA 17602 0.75605 16.13589 0.08485 0 785.3808 
MU 17602 0.06494 0.24642 0 0 1 
BHC 17602 0.80826 0.39368 1 0 1 
GR 17602 0.07809 0.2956 0.05001 -0.89425 27.8154 
ROAA 17602 0.00955 0.0192 0.00955 -0.52991 0.71781 
LTC 17602 6.56649 3.85219 6.59105 0 391.4762 
DALL 17602 0.03199 1.06587 -0.08698 -1.94445 21.18037 
DCO 17602 0.0289 1.00422 -0.26026 -0.46279 30.81058 
DTL 17602 0.08326 1.0002 0.12056 -2.67407 18.76544 
DNPL 17602 0.05034 1.12399 -0.29361 -0.58571 30.47707 

DNPL  17602 0.05404 1.09786 -0.13531 -13.669 18.75628 
SLTL 17602 6.12628 4.67347 6.12919 0 540.5329 
S NPL 17602 0.01988 0.26933 0.000751 -1.31225 33.01587 
SLNPL 17602 0.05836 0.1287 0.027 0 9.37188 
SLALL 17602 0.08167 0.07725 0.07431 0 6.82313 
AI 17602 1 0 1 1 1 
RS 17602 0.07306 0.26024 0 0 1 
rALLDirect 17602 0.42336 0.49411 0 0 1 
rALLABS 17602 0.53312 0.56471 0.3965 6.59E-05 10.4389 
       

 

            Note: Definitions of the variables is available on the next page and in the APPENDIX. 
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C. Unaudited Banks with Restatements 

 

 

 

 

D. Audited Banks with Restatements 

 

Variable N Mean Std Dev Median Minimum Maximum 
RSABS 1286 144.5451 361.4735 52 1 9630 

Variable N Mean Std Dev Median Minimum Maximum 
RSABS 768 92.60286 357.685 24 1 7498 
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Variable Definitions 

 

LTA  = Log of Total Assets; 
 
OFF  = Number of offices, branches, locations, and facilities; 
 
NIITI  = Non-interest Income divided by total Interest and Non-interest  

income; 
 
OBTA   = Off-balance sheet activities divided by total assets; 
 
MU                    = Mutual or stockholder bank (Dummy Variable - 1 if a mutual bank 

and 0 a stock bank); 
 
BHC = Parent is a Bank Holding Company (Dummy Variable - 1 if the  

bank’s parent is a bank holding company and 0 otherwise); 
 
GR    = Change in total assets divided by beginning total assets;  
 
ROAA                = Net income (Loss) divided by Total Average Assets (assets at the 

end of the previous year plus assets at the end of the current year 
divided by 2);  

 
LTC   =   Total loans divided by Total Equity Capital; 
 
DALL   =  Allowance for loan losses; 
 
DCO   = Loan charge offs; 
 
DTL   = Total Loans; 
 
DNPL   = Nonperforming loans; 
 

DNPL   = Change in nonperforming loans as a percentage of the average of  
beginning and  ending total loans; 

 
SLTL  = Beginning balance of total loans; 
 
S NPL  = Change in Nonperforming Loans; 
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SLNPL  = Beginning balance of nonperforming loans; 
 
SLALL   =  Beginning balance of allowance for loan losses;  
 
AI  = Audit Indicator (Dummy Variable - 1 if the bank is independently  

audited and 0 otherwise); 
 
RS    =  Restatement (Dummy Variable - 1 if the bank restated and 0  

otherwise); 
 
RSABS   =  Absolute value of Restatement; 
 
rALLDirect = Discretionary component of allowance for loan losses (Residual  
  from (Beaver and Engel 1996) Model); 
 
rALLABS = Magnitude of discretionary component of allowance for loan  

losses (Absolute value of residual from (Beaver and Engel 1996)  
Model; 
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Table 2 
 

Pearson Correlation Table 

 

  LTA OFF NIITI  OBTA  MU BHC GR ROAA  LTC DALL DCO DTL DNPL DNPL   SLTL S NPL SLNPL SLALL AI RS RSABS  rALLDirect  rALLABS 

LTA 1 0.59153 0.01587 -
0.05754 0.06333 0.15786 0.05889 -

0.02304 0.22821 0.11554 0.06763 0.30596 0.11483 0.1033 0.17168 0.05256 0.04166 0.03771 0.42582 0.0346 0.05256 -0.04 294 -
0.05146 

    <.0001 0.0051 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 

OFF 0.59153 1 0.15824 -
0.02602 

-
0.03482 0.15166 0.0511 -

0.01967 0.16088 0.09299 0.04712 0.22126 0.05671 0.0384 0.1187 0.01439 0.03176 0.03973 0.26268 0.03278 0.02487 -0.00 706 -
0.05911 

  <.0001   <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0005 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0111 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.2126 <.0001 

NIITI 0.01587 0.15824 1 0.28491 -0.09 75 0.02423 0.00324 0.28334 -
0.06229 

-
0.04837 

-
0.00277 

-
0.08988 

-
0.03504 

-
0.03198 

-
0.04767 

-
0.00529 

-
0.01824 

-
0.01226 0.12491 0.00959 0.00503 -0.01 911 -

0.00752 

  0.0051 <.0001   <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.5677 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.6253 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.3501 0.0013 0.0305 <.0001 0.0904 0.3749 0.0007 0.1846 

OBTA  -
0.05754 

-
0.02602 

0.28491 1 -
0.00636 

-
0.06488 

-
0.00361 

0.351 -
0.05309 

-
0.04446 

-
0.00229 

-
0.07453 

-
0.01622 

-
0.00406 

-
0.04301 

-
0.00221 

-
0.01317 

-
0.02705 

0.02739 0.01998 0.01031 -0.01 7  0.01284 

  <.0001 <.0001 <.0001   0.2613 <.0001 0.5239 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.6859 <.0001 0.0042 0.4741 <.0001 0.6961 0.0201 <.0001 <.0001 0.0004 0.0688 0.0027 0.0235 

MU 0.06333 -
0.03482 -0.09 75 -

0.00636 1 -
0.41173 -0.02 12 -

0.06761 
-

0.02736 
-

0.16293 -0.06 5 -
0.01848 

-
0.02223 0.00021 -

0.01785 
-

0.00037 
-

0.02958 
-

0.11119 0.16884 0.03635 0.0318 -0.13 661 0.08619 

  <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.2613   <.0001 0.0002 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0011 <.0001 0.9701 0.0016 0.9478 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 

BHC 0.15786 0.15166 0.02423 -
0.06488 

-
0.41173 1 0.02451 0.00148 0.15535 0.17052 0.04229 0.19972 0.01812 0.00692 0.1222 0.00904 0.01167 0.10633 -

0.05144 
-

0.03147 
-

0.00314 0.09045 -
0.05822 

  <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001   <.0001 0.7942 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0014 0.222 <.0001 0.1107 0.0395 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.5797 <.0001 <.0001 

GR 0.05889 0.0511 0.00324 -
0.00361 -0.02 12 0.02451 1 -

0.00726 0.0524 -
0.01853 

-
0.07128 0.08375 -

0.06004 0.04286 -
0.04226 

-
0.00338 

-
0.07867 

-
0.07172 0.04391 -

0.00422 
-

0.00029 -0.00 7  -
0.04044 

  <.0001 <.0001 0.5677 0.5239 0.0002 <.0001   0.2002 <.0001 0.0011 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.5505 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.4565 0.9598 0.2165 <.0001 

ROAA  -
0.02304 

-
0.01967 

0.28334 0.351 -
0.06761 

0.00148 -
0.00726 

1 -
0.11098 

-
0.20987 

-
0.29966 

-
0.10404 

-
0.24842 

0.00903 -
0.11539 

-
0.07088 

-
0.21188 

-0.12 67 -0.04 03  -
0.03475 

-
0.01022 

-0.01 127 -0.12 76 

  <.0001 0.0005 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.7942 0.2002   <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.111 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0713 0.0468 <.0001 

LTC 0.22821 0.16088 -
0.06229 

-
0.05309 

-
0.02736 0.15535 0.0524 -

0.11098 1 0.51335 0.23901 0.78001 0.29742 0.05555 0.95321 0.63373 0.45667 0.65513 0.0748 -
0.00384 0.00012 0.10302 0.1283 

  <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001   <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.4981 0.983 <.0001 <.0001 

DALL 0.11554 0.09299 -
0.04837 

-
0.04446 

-
0.16293 0.17052 -

0.01853 
-

0.20987 0.51335 1 0.47431 0.4801 0.45868 -
0.00736 0.47256 0.19883 0.44912 0.71037 0.03669 0.00247 0.02419 0.56394 0.45029 

  <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0011 <.0001 <.0001   <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.194 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.6624 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 

DCO 0.06763 0.04712 -
0.00277 

-
0.00229 -0.06 5 0.04229 -

0.07128 
-

0.29966 0.23901 0.47431 1 0.16572 0.48701 -
0.04291 0.28698 0.15362 0.49806 0.47955 0.03591 0.01827 0.03157 0.0075 0.31872 

  <.0001 <.0001 0.6253 0.6859 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001   <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0013 <.0001 0.1858 <.0001 

DTL 0.30596 0.22126 -
0.08988 

-
0.07453 

-
0.01848 

0.19972 0.08375 -
0.10404 

0.78001 0.4801 0.16572 1 0.21216 0.10984 0.60217 0.09796 0.1645 0.31183 0.09485 -
0.00522 

-
0.00479 

0.07303 0.05591 

  <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0011 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001   <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.3569 0.3977 <.0001 <.0001 

DNPL 0.11483 0.05671 -
0.03504 

-
0.01622 

-
0.02223 0.01812 -

0.06004 
-

0.24842 0.29742 0.45868 0.48701 0.21216 1 -
0.17606 0.33203 0.4242 0.65595 0.36805 0.05734 0.04113 0.02288 -0.00 257 0.26693 

  <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0042 <.0001 0.0014 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001   <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.6503 <.0001 

DNPL   0.1033 0.0384 -
0.03198 

-
0.00406 0.00021 0.00692 0.04286 0.00903 0.05555 -

0.00736 
-

0.04291 0.10984 -
0.17606 1 0.01265 -

0.08358 
-

0.11238 
-

0.04124 0.06161 0.00777 0.00049 0.01462 -
0.03276 

  <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.4741 0.9701 0.222 <.0001 0.111 <.0001 0.194 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001   0.0256 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.1704 0.9312 0.0099 <.0001 

SLTL 0.17168 0.1187 -
0.04767 

-
0.04301 

-
0.01785 0.1222 -

0.04226 
-

0.11539 0.95321 0.47256 0.28698 0.60217 0.33203 0.01265 1 0.74776 0.54847 0.72706 0.05097 -
0.00387 0.00192 0.08935 0.14798 

  <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0016 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0256   <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.4944 0.7353 <.0001 <.0001 

S NPL 0.05256 0.01439 -
0.00529 

-
0.00221 

-
0.00037 

0.00904 -
0.00338 

-
0.07088 

0.63373 0.19883 0.15362 0.09796 0.4242 -
0.08358 

0.74776 1 0.37465 0.54115 0.02805 0.01033 0.00573 -0.00 72 0.09729 

  <.0001 0.0111 0.3501 0.6961 0.9478 0.1107 0.5505 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001   <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0684 0.3116 0.2038 <.0001 

SLNPL 0.04166 0.03176 -
0.01824 

-
0.01317 

-
0.02958 0.01167 -

0.07867 
-

0.21188 0.45667 0.44912 0.49806 0.1645 0.65595 -
0.11238 0.54847 0.37465 1 0.61353 0.02463 0.02198 0.01558 0.04711 0.28381 

  <.0001 <.0001 0.0013 0.0201 <.0001 0.0395 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001   <.0001 <.0001 0.0001 0.006 <.0001 <.0001 

SLALL 0.03771 0.03973 -
0.01226 

-
0.02705 

-
0.11119 0.10633 -

0.07172 -0.12 67  0.65513 0.71037 0.47955 0.31183 0.36805 -
0.04124 0.72706 0.54115 0.61353 1 0.01303 -

0.00144 0.00741 0.34319 0.36054 

  <.0001 <.0001 0.0305 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001   0.0215 0.7988 0.1912 <.0001 <.0001 

AI 0.42582 0.26268 0.12491 0.02739 0.16884 -
0.05144 0.04391 -0.04 03  0.0748 0.03669 0.03591 0.09485 0.05734 0.06161 0.05097 0.02805 0.02463 0.01303 1 0.03271 0.02773 -0.03 336 0.00696 

  <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0215   <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.2196 

RS 0.0346 0.03278 0.00959 0.01998 0.03635 -
0.03147 

-
0.00422 

-
0.03475 

-
0.00384 

0.00247 0.01827 -
0.00522 

0.04113 0.00777 -
0.00387 

0.01033 0.02198 -
0.00144 

0.03271 1 0.03059 -0.01 94 0.03443 

  <.0001 <.0001 0.0904 0.0004 <.0001 <.0001 0.4565 <.0001 0.4981 0.6624 0.0013 0.3569 <.0001 0.1704 0.4944 0.0684 0.0001 0.7988 <.0001   <.0001 0.0006 <.0001 

RSABS 0.05256 0.02487 0.00503 0.01031 0.0318 -
0.00314 

-
0.00029 

-
0.01022 0.00012 0.02419 0.03157 -

0.00479 0.02288 0.00049 0.00192 0.00573 0.01558 0.00741 0.02773 0.03059 1 -0.00 619 0.03947 

  <.0001 <.0001 0.3749 0.0688 <.0001 0.5797 0.9598 0.0713 0.983 <.0001 <.0001 0.3977 <.0001 0.9312 0.7353 0.3116 0.006 0.1912 <.0001 <.0001   0.275 <.0001 

rALLDirect -
0.04294 

-
0.00706 

-
0.01911 -0.01 7  -

0.13661 0.09045 -0.00 7 -
0.01127 0.10302 0.56394 0.0075 0.07303 -

0.00257 0.01462 0.08935 -0.00 72  0.04711 0.34319 -
0.03336 -0.01 94  -

0.00619 1 0.12422 

  <.0001 0.2126 0.0007 0.0027 <.0001 <.0001 0.2165 0.0468 <.0001 <.0001 0.1858 <.0001 0.6503 0.0099 <.0001 0.2038 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.0006 0.275   <.0001 

rALLABS -
0.05146 

-
0.05911 

-
0.00752 0.01284 0.08619 -

0.05822 
-

0.04044 -0.12 76  0.1283 0.45029 0.31872 0.05591 0.26693 -
0.03276 0.14798 0.09729 0.28381 0.36054 0.00696 0.03443 0.03947 0.12422 1 

  <.0001 <.0001 0.1846 0.0235 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 0.2196 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001   
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Table 3 
 

Number of Restatements by Year 

 
Year Restatements 

2002 216 

2003 225 

2004 235 

2005 197 

2006 187 

2007 261 

2008 509 

2009 224 

     Total 2054 

 
 

Figure 1 
 

Number of Restatements by Year 

 

X-Axis = Date 
Y- Axis = Number of Restatements 
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Table 4 
 

Number of Restatements by Unaudited Banks 

 
      Year Restatements 

2002 104 

2003 105 

2004 95 

2005 90 

2006 69 

2007 80 

2008 140 

2009 85 

     Total 768 

 
 

Table 5 
 

Number of Restatements by Audited Banks 

 
       Year Restatements 

20021231 112 

20031231 120 

20041231 140 

20051231 107 

20061231 118 

20071231 181 

20081231 369 

20091231 139 

      Total 1286 
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Figure 2 
 

Frequency of Restatements (Audited vs. Unaudited) 

 

X-Axis = Date 
Y- Axis = Number of Restatements Over Total Restatements 

 

 

Table 6 
 

Number of Banks with Multiple Restatements (Unaudited vs. Audited) 

 

# of Restatements 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total 

Not Audited - 0 314 98 33 14 10 4 3 1 477 

Audited - 1 511 155 55 23 13 8 9 4 778 

Total 825 253 88 37 23 12 12 5 1255 
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Figure 3 
 

Frequency of Un-conservative Recognition of Losses 

 

X-Axis = Date 
Y- Axis = Number of Banks with Un-conservative Recognition of Losses Over Total Banks 
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Figure 4 
 

Mean of Magnitude of Discretionary Accruals 

 

X-Axis = Date 
Y- Axis = Mean of Residual (Discretionary Accrual) from (Beaver and Engel 1996) model 

(using standardized values).   
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Chapter 4  

4. RESEARCH DESIGN AND EMPIRICAL MODELS 
 

4.1. Machine Learning Algorithms 
 

Our data set consists of labeled audited and unaudited banks and hence can be 

viewed and used for a supervised classification problem.  The classification process 

consists of training a machine learning classification model with training data and 

applying the model to unseen test data to evaluate prediction accuracy (Tan et al. 2005).  

The number of observations (bank years) that have an audit (17,602) or did not have an 

audit (13,548) is relatively balanced in our dataset and works in our favor (Table 7).  An 

imbalance class may cause the accuracy measures of the models to be suspect.  SAS13 

and Weka software (Witten and Frank 2005) were used to manipulate and analyze the 

data, respectively.  Using the methodology of 10-fold cross-validation, Weka’s 

Experimenter program was used to test and compare the performance of six learning 

algorithms on predicting or classifying whether a bank had an independent audit.   A 10-

fold cross-validation was used to identify potential over-fitting in the model and to 

reduce error variance.   In a 10-fold cross-validation, we divide a dataset into 10 random 

subsets.  A subset is set aside for testing and each learning algorithm is trained with the 

other 9 subsets.  The trained model is then tested on the omitted testing subset.  This 

process is repeated 10 times, each time setting aside a different testing subset, and then 

the results are averaged.  

                                                             
13 http://www.sas.com 
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Table 7 
 

Audit Indicator 

 

Audit Status Number Unique Banks Observations 
Audited 2,233 17,602 
Unaudited 1,729 13,548 
Total 3,962 31,150 
 

 
The six learning algorithms used in this study include: Naïve Bayes (John and 

Langley 1995), Simple Logistic (Sumner et al. 2005), Support Vector Machine (Hastie and 

Tibshirani 1998; Keerthi et al. 2001; Platt 1999), IBK (Aha et al. 1991), JRIP (Cohen et al. 

2002), and Random Forest (Breiman 2001).  In making classifications, the Naïve Bayes 

algorithm considers each predictor variable used in the model independently and 

aggregates the probability of each variable’s contribution to being in a class.  In the 

Support Vector Machine algorithm, a linear hyperplane is used to separate the classes.  

A perfect linear separation occurs when the different class test examples lie on different 

sides of the hyperplane with the greatest margin from the hyperplane.  The IBK 

algorithm is a k-nearest neighbor’s algorithm (k-NN).  The k-nearest neighbor algorithm 

is a method for classifying test examples based on the closest training example(s) in a 

dimensional space.  A test example’s proximity is compared with other training 

examples using Euclidean Distance (jaccard and cosine similarity measures can also be 

used).  The test example is then classified as the majority class of the k-nearest 

neighbors.  The JRIP algorithm (aka Ripper) is a rule based classifier that uses a class 

based ordering scheme.  JRIP extracts a set of rules from the training set that identifies 
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the relationship between predictors and the predicted classes.  Lastly, the Random 

Forest learning algorithm is an ensemble classifier.  This learning algorithm builds 

multiple decision trees using random vectors and then uses the majority vote of the 

decision trees to classify the test examples.   

 

In training and testing our six machine learning algorithms, we use 

characteristics denoted by the literature that may increase the likelihood that a 

company may have an independent audit.  The literature cites size, hierarchical and 

ownership structure, growth, complex operations, and profitability as key characteristics 

that may influence a company’s decision to have a voluntary audit.  As a company grows 

in size it becomes more difficult for owners and managers to be observant of all facets 

of operations.  Hence, (Tauringana and Clarke 2000; Chow 1982; Abdel-Khalik 1993) find 

that as the company size increases the likelihood of procuring an audit increases.  The 

log of total assets is used to proxy for size (LTA).  The hierarchical structure of a 

company (Abdel-Khalik 1993) and managerial ownership (Tauringana and Clarke 2000) 

can also influence the decision to have an independent audit.  Hierarchical structure is 

represented by whether the commercial bank is part of a bank holding company (BHC) 

and managerial ownership is represented by whether the bank is owned by depositors 

or stockholders (MU).    

 

As a company grows  they may need to seek out financial experts because of the 

lack of in house financial expertise (Aier et al. 2005).   We use change in total assets to 
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proxy for growth (GR).  Furthermore, the complexity of a company’s operations can also 

affect the decision to have an audit (Kohlbeck 2005).  External auditors can provide 

expertise to guide the accounting for complex operations because they generally have 

industry specific expertise and the experience of auditing peer companies.  Non-interest 

income over total income (NIITI) (Kohlbeck 2005) and off balance sheet activity (OBTA) 

are used as proxies for the complexity of banking operations.  Banks are traditionally in 

the business of making interest income and the accounting complexity for non-interest 

earning activities may be more challenging.  Furthermore, off balance sheet activity can 

be complicating to account for and may warrant the decision to procure a financial 

accounting expert.  Lastly, (Kreutzfeldt and Wallace 1987) find that companies with 

profitability problems have larger and more frequent accounting errors and hence may 

seek out an audit to have more reliable financial information.  Return on average assets 

(ROAA) is used to represent profitability. 

 

4.2. Restatements 
 

We use Probit (Model 1) and Gamma Regression (Model 2) to model the 

relationship between procuring an independent audit with the likelihood of having a 

restatement and the magnitude of those restatements, respectively.  A Probit model is 

used because the restatement dependent variable is a dummy variable/binary (Imai et 

al. 2007b) and a Gamma Model is used because the dependent variable magnitude of 

restatement is positively distributed (Imai et al. 2007a).  Common accounting and 

banking related control variables that may increase or decrease the likelihood of a 
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restatement are used in the model.  The log of total assets (LTA) is used to control for 

the bank’s size effect on the likelihood of having a restatement.  We expect that larger 

banks have better internal controls and management with greater financial expertise 

than smaller banks.  The number of offices (OFF) (Kohlbeck 2005), non-interest income 

over total income (NIITI) (Kohlbeck 2005) and off balance sheet activity (OBA) are used 

as proxies for the complexity of banking operations.  The complexity of banking 

operations may increase the likelihood of having a restatement.  A greater number of 

branches and offices can impose greater complexity in operations and accounting.  

Likewise, since commercial banks traditionally earn their income through interest 

products and services, banks involved in non-interest activities such as issuing insurance 

and brokering securities can introduce more complex accounting issues and lead to a 

higher likelihood of misstatements.  Additionally, banks with off balance sheet activities 

can be more difficult to account for and classify and thus may increase the likelihood of 

restatements. 

 

We use the variables (MU) and (BHC) as a proxy for ownership and hierarchical 

structure type, respectively.  (MU) indicates whether the bank is owned by its 

depositors (Mutual Bank) or stockholders (Stockholder Bank).  Ownership and 

hierarchical type may influence corporate governance over financial reporting and 

hence decrease the likelihood of a restatement.  We assume that depositors have very 

little interest in managing the day to day activities of a bank or even the performance of 

the banks since their deposits are federally insured.  Hence, depositors will not have a 
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demand for quality financial reporting.  However, since we are studying small private 

commercial banks, there is a higher likelihood that the owners of stockholder banks are 

engaged in the day to day activities of the bank.  Hence, owners of stockholder banks 

may have a greater interest in higher quality financial information for measuring the 

performance of the bank.  The (BHC) variable indicates whether the commercial bank is 

part of a bank holding company.  Unlike stockholder banks, management of the bank 

holding company is likely removed from the day to day activities of the commercial 

bank.  Hence, the bank holding company may have even greater demands than owners 

at stockholder banks to receive higher quality financial information from its subsidiaries 

for monitoring purposes. 

 

Growth, profitability, and/or capital deficiency of a bank may also affect its 

financial reporting quality.  We measure the bank’s growth rate using change in total 

assets (GR), profitability using the return on average assets (ROAA), and the level of 

capital adequacy using total loans over total equity capital (LTC).   The banks 

performance can affect accounting in two contrasting ways.  First, a bank’s accounting 

system may be incapable of handling excessive profitability and growth and thus hinder 

financial reporting quality.  Second, an unprofitable bank or an undercapitalized bank 

may not be motivated or have the incentive to have accurate financial reporting 

information.  Furthermore, a bank that is less capitalized or highly leveraged can be 

subjected to regulatory closure.  Finally, (AI) is used in the model to indicate those banks 
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that were audited.  An independent audit should reduce the propensity to have a 

restatement and the magnitude of those restatements.   

 

4.2.1. Restatement Baseline Models 
 
The discussions presented above can be summarized into the following empirical 

models: 

Model 1 – Likelihood of Restatements 

RSiT+1 = PROBIT (  + 1LTAit + 2OFFit + 3NIITIit + 4OBTAit + 5MUit + 6BHCit + 7GRit + 

8LTCit + 9ROAA it+ 10AIit + it)   

          
Model 2 – Magnitude of Restatements 

RSABSiT+1 = GAMMA (  + 1LTAit + 2OFFit + 3NIITIit + 4OBTAit + 5MUit + 6BHCit + 7AIit 

+ it)         

 

where, 
 
RS    =  Restatement (Dummy Variable - 1 if the bank restated and 0  

otherwise); 
 
RSABS   =  Absolute value of Restatement; 
 
LTA  = Log of Total Assets; 
 
OFF  = Number of offices, branches, locations, and facilities; 
 
NIITI  = Non-interest Income divided by total Interest and Non-interest  

income; 
 
OBTA   = Off-balance sheet activities divided by Total Assets; 
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MU                    = Mutual or stockholder bank (Dummy Variable - 1 if a mutual bank 
and 0 a stock bank); 

 
BHC = Parent is a Bank Holding Company (Dummy Variable - 1 if the  

bank’s parent is a bank holding company and 0 otherwise); 
 
GR    = Change in Total Assets divided by beginning Total Assets;  
 
LTC   =   Total Loans divided by Total Equity Capital; 
 
ROAA                = Net income (Loss) divided by Total Average Assets (assets at the 

end of the previous year plus assets at the end of the current year 
divided by 2); and 

 
AI = Audit Indicator (Dummy Variable - 1 if the bank is  

independently audited and 0 otherwise). 
 
 

4.2.2. Endogeneity/Selection Bias 
 

The decision to have an independent audit may be endogenous at small private 

commercial banks.   Hence, we may also have an endogeneity issue when analyzing the 

independent audit effect on the likelihood of a restatement (Model 1).  The decision to 

have an independent audit or not to have an audit is voluntarily made by the banks 

under study.  Certain characteristics of a company may make management more likely 

to have an audit.  These characteristics in turn may also affect the likelihood of a 

restatement.  Thus, without controlling for the decision to have an audit or not to have 

an audit can cause our baseline model (Model 1) to be driven by these characteristics or 

the unobserved characteristics that affect the decision to have an audit.  In order to 

overcome potential endogeneity issues, we use the Bi-variate Probit Regression to 

simultaneously model (Greene 2003; Poirier 1980) the decision to have an audit (Model 

6) and the occurrence of a restatement (Model 1).  Bi-variate Probit Regression is used 
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instead of Two Stage Least Square because (Model 6) and (Model 1) have dependent 

variables that are both binary.  In Two Stage Least Square, the dependent variables in 

both models have to be continuous. 

 

For analyzing the magnitude of restatements (Model 2), we only examine banks 

with restatements.  Hence, we may have selection bias issue where the dependent 

variable (magnitude of restatement) is only observed for a restricted non-random 

sample.  In order to overcome the selection bias issue, we utilize Heckman’s Selection 

Correction Model (Two-Step Estimation) (Heckman 1979).  In the first stage, a Probit 

model (Model 1) is used to predict the probability of having a restatement and the 

Inverse Mills Ratio is calculated14.  In the second stage, the Inverse Mills Ratio computed 

from Stage 1 is used in the restatement baseline model (Model 2) as an independent 

variable to control for selection bias and determine if we have a selection bias issue.   

 
 
 

4.3.  Discretionary Accruals 

4.3.1. Accrual Estimation Model 
 

We need to estimate the discretionary component of the allowance for loan 

losses account to analyze the effect that an independent audit has on conservative 

recognition of losses and the magnitude of discretionary accruals used in reporting.  

Both the nondiscretionary and discretionary component of the allowance for loan losses 
                                                             
14 The Inverse Mills Ratio is the ratio of the probability density function (PDF) to the cumulative density 
function (CDF) for the predicted values from the restatement characteristic baseline model if there was a 
restatement, and the ratio of the PDF to (1 minus the CDF) if there was no restatement. 
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is unobservable and thus is require to be estimated.  We use (Beaver and Engel 1996) 

Ordinary Least Squares Regression model (OLS) to estimate the nondiscretionary and 

discretionary component of the allowance for loan losses1516(Model 3).   

 
Model 3 – Accrual Estimation 

DALLit = OLS ( it + 1DCOit + 2DTLit + 3DNPLit + 4D NPLit+1 + it),     
 
Where, 
 
i  = Commercial bank identifier; 
 
t  = Year (2001 to 2010); 
 
DALL   =  Allowance for loan losses; 
 
DCO   = Loan charge offs; 
 
DTL   = Total Loans; 
 
DNPL   = Nonperforming loans; and 
 

DNPL   = Change in nonperforming loans as a percentage of the average of  
beginning and  ending total loans. 

 
 
In the (Beaver and Engel 1996) model, current charge offs (DCO) is used to 

provide some insight into the collectability of current and future loans.  Nonperforming 

loans (DNPL) is used because it is an indication of assets that are in danger of default 

risk.  Furthermore, one year ahead change in nonperforming loans ( DNPL) is used to 

proxy management’s expectation of future defaults that is not reflected in the other 

explanatory variables.  In addition to nonperforming loans, total loans (DTL) are used 

                                                             
15 Each variable was deflated by “gross” book value of common equity (Beaver and Engel 1996). 
16 (Cook 1977) distance criterion was used to remove influential outliers.   
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because some default risk also exists in loans not designated as nonperforming.  The 

predicted value from the model is defined as the nondiscretionary component and the 

error term or residual is defined as the discretionary component of the allowance for 

loan loss account.   

 
 
 

4.3.2. Discretionary Accrual Baseline Models 
 
Probit Regression (Model 4) is used to find the effect that an independent audit 

(AI) has on the conservative recognition of probable loan losses.  Probit Regression is 

used because the dependent variable (conservative recognition of loan losses) is binary 

(Imai et al. 2007b).  We use the sign of the residual from the (Beaver and Engel 1996) 

model (Model 3) as the dependent variable to proxy for conservative recognition of loan 

losses.  A positive residual value means that the allowance for loan losses was over 

reported resulting in decreased income for the period (conservative).  In contrast, a 

negative residual means that the allowance for loan losses was under reported resulting 

in increased income for the period (aggressive).  In this study, we specifically define a 

company being more conservative in recognizing probable loan losses as having a 

positive residual.  We use Gamma Regression (Model 5) to model the association of an 

independent audit with the magnitude of discretionary accruals.  Gamma Regression is 

used because the dependent variable has a positive distribution (Imai et al. 2007a).  The 

absolute value of the residual from the (Beaver and Engel 1996) model (Model 3) is used 

as the dependent variable to proxy for the magnitude of discretionary accruals used. 
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(Wahlen 1994) uses these control variables: beginning of period’s total loan 

(SLTL), change in nonperforming loans (S NPL), beginning of period’s nonperforming 

loans (SLNPL), and beginning of period’s allowance for loan losses (SLALL)17 to analyze 

the information each loan loss disclosure conveys to investors.  Instead of focusing on 

investor’s expectation of current and future loan losses, we model for management’s 

expectation since it is unobservable to the public.  We use similar control variables as 

(Wahlen 1994) in our study and include the audit indicator (AI) variable to analyze the 

effect that an independent audit has on the conservative reporting of the probable loan 

losses and the magnitude of discretionary accruals.  Instead of breaking total loans into 

six loan categories like (Wahlen 1994), we use total loans for simplicity18.  According to 

(Wahlen 1994), investors may use the beginning balance of total loans (SLTL) to form 

current period expectations of loan losses.  Beginning non-performing loans (SLNPL) 

may be used to provide insight on current period nonperforming loans.  Furthermore, 

the change in nonperforming loans (S NPL) can be used as a leading indicator of 

potential future loan losses.  Lastly, the beginning balance of the allowance for loan 

losses (SLALL) is used as a measure of prior provisioning for loan losses.  Investors may 

use past provisioning to form expectations on current and future provisions and 

chargeoffs. 

 
                                                             
17 (Wahlen 1994) scaled the control variables using the beginning market value of equity.  However, our 
study uses beginning book value of equity (except the audit indicator) because we are analyzing private 
banks. 
18 The results of using total loans instead of total loans broken into six loan categories are nearly the 
same.   
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Model 4 – Discretionary Accrual Conservatism 

rALLDirectit = PROBIT (  + 1SLTLit + 2S NPLit + 3 SLNPLit-1 + 4SLALL it-1 + 5AIit + ), 
             
Model 5 – Discretionary Accrual Magnitude 

rALLABSit = GAMMA (  + 1SLTLit + 2S NPLit + 3 SLNPLit-1 + 4SLALL it-1 + 5AIit + ), 
             
 
Where,  
 
rALLDirect = Discretionary component of allowance for loan losses (Residual  
  from (Beaver and Engel 1996) Model); 
 
rALLABS = Magnitude of discretionary component of allowance for loan  

losses (Absolute value of residual from (Beaver and Engel 1996)  
Model; 

 
SLTL  = Beginning balance of total loans; 
 
S NPL  = Change in Nonperforming Loans; 
 
SLNPL  = Beginning balance of nonperforming loans; 
 
SLALL   =  Beginning balance of allowance for loan losses; and 
 
AI = Audit Indicator (Dummy Variable - 1 if the bank is independently  

audited and 0 otherwise). 
 

 

4.3.3. Endogeneity 
 

Like the restatement analysis above, we may have an endogeneity issue when 

analyzing the independent audit effect on the conservative recognition of losses (Model 

4) and the magnitude of discretionary accruals (Model 5) used in financial reporting.  

The decision to have an independent audit or not to have an audit is voluntarily made 

by the banks in this study.  Certain characteristics of a company may make management 
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more likely to have an audit.   These characteristics may also affect the decision to be 

conservative in recognizing probable loan losses and the magnitude of discretionary 

accruals used.  Thus, without controlling for the decision to have an audit or not to have 

an audit can cause our baseline models (Model 4 and Model 5) to be driven by these 

characteristics or the unobserved characteristics that affect the decision to have an 

audit.  We use Bi-variate Probit Regression (Greene 2003; Poirier 1980) to 

simultaneously model the decision to have an audit (Model 6) and the conservative 

recognition of losses (Model 4).   Bi-variate Probit Regression is used because Model 4 

and Model 5 both have binary dependent variables.   

 

For the analysis of the magnitude of discretionary accruals, we use Simultaneous 

Probit - Gamma Regression (Table 24) to model the decision to have an audit (Model 6) 

and the magnitude of discretionary accruals (Model 5).   Simultaneous Probit - Gamma 

Regression is a derivative of the Residual Inclusion test proposed by (Wooldrige 1997).  

(Staub 2009) discusses the use of a Residual Inclusion test for testing endogeneity by 

simultaneously modeling two equations with one having a binary dependent variable 

and the other having a count dependent variable.   (Staub 2009) finds the Residual 

Inclusion test performed as well as more complicated endogeneity test.  We adopt this 

methodology since Gamma regression is similar to Poisson Regression.  Poisson 

Regression is often used to model count data which is also positively distributed.  In the 

Residual Inclusion test, we first model the decision to have an audit and generate the 

residuals.  We then model the magnitude of discretionary accruals and include the 
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residuals from modeling the decision to have an audit as an additional independent 

variable.  If the residuals in the second model are significant then we may have an 

endogeneity issue.  To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to use it in the 

accounting and auditing literature to test for endogeneity. 
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Chapter 5  

5. RESULTS & FINDINGS 
 

5.1. Machine Learning Algorithms 
 
H1: The decision to have an independent audit is systematic and endogenous. 

 
First, using Weka’s Experimenter (Table 8), we compared the accuracy of six 

learning algorithms: Naïve Bayes (John and Langley 1995), Simple Logistic (Sumner et al. 

2005), Support Vector Machine (SMO) (Hastie and Tibshirani 1998; Keerthi et al. 2001; 

Platt 1999), IBK (Aha et al. 1991), JRIP (Cohen et al. 2002), and Random Forest (Breiman 

2001).  Comparatively, the Simple Logistic (72.23 %), SMO (71.81 %), JRIP (71.92 %), and 

Random Forest (72.45 %) learning algorithm performed the best out of the six learning 

algorithms and have very similar accuracy rates in predicting whether a bank is audited 

or not audited (Table 8)19.  We utilize a 2 sided T-Test to test whether these accuracy 

means are significantly different than 56%20.  The T-test for each of the learning 

algorithms was highly significant and thus indicates that these four algorithms were able 

to predict with greater accuracy than 56%.  The ability of these four algorithms to 

predict with accuracy above 70% indicates that the decision to have an audit is 

systematic and endogenous given the set of bank characteristics variables used.   Thus, 

these four algorithms’ performances are amenable to further analysis. 

 
                                                             
19 The results are from a 10 fold cross validation of the entire dataset (pooled).  We also ran a 10 fold 
cross validation using only a specific year and the results were materially similar. 
20 56% of banks decided to have an audit and 44% did not have an audit. 
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Table 8 
 

Weka Experimenter Results 

 
Machine Learning Algorithms Accuracy Rate 
NaïveBayes21 46.52 % 
SimpleLogistic22 72.23 % 
SMO23 71.81 % 
IBK24 66.57 % 
JRIP25 71.92 % 
RandomForest26 72.45 % 
 

 
We look further into the Simple Logistic (Table 9), SMO (Table 10), JRIP (Table 

11), and Random Forest (Table 12) learning algorithms to examine their prediction 

performance in greater detail using Weka’s Explorer.   In Weka’s Explorer program, the 

overall accuracy rates were very similar to Weka’s Experimenter results (Simple Logistic 

(72.2793 %), SMO algorithms (71.8074%), JRIP (71.6854%), and Random Forest 

(72.61%)).  The slight difference in accuracy rates is attributed to Weka’s Explorer 

running a single 10 fold cross-validation by default, whereas Weka’s Experimenter runs 

10 runs of 10-fold cross validation by default.  We explore further with other 

performance measurements using True Positive, False Positive, Precision, Recall, F-

Measure, and ROC rates.   

 
                                                             
21 Parameters: bayes.NaiveBayes '' 5995231201785697655 
22 Parameters: functions.SimpleLogistic '-I 0 -M 500 -H 50 -W 0.0' 7397710626304705059 
23 Parameters: functions.SMO '-C 1.0 -L 0.0010 -P 1.0E-12 -N 0 -V -1 -W 1 -K 
\"functions.supportVector.PolyKernel -C 250007 -E 1.0\"' -6585883636378691736 
24 Parameters: lazy.IBk '-K 1 -W 0 -A \"weka.core.neighboursearch.LinearNNSearch -A 
\\\"weka.core.EuclideanDistance -R first-last\\\"\"' -3080186098777067172 
25 Parameters: rules.JRip '-F 3 -N 2.0 -O 2 -S 1' -6589312996832147161 
26 Parameters: trees.RandomForest '-I 10 -K 0 -S 1' 4216839470751428698 
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The True Positive rate and False Positive rate shows the individual class 

prediction accuracy and support the overall accuracy of the algorithms.  A high True 

Positive rate indicates that the algorithm was good at predicting the right class (Audited 

vs. Unaudited).  The True Positive rates (TP Rate) for predicting the audited class was as 

follows: Simple Logistic (0.79), SMO (0.792), JRIP (0.77), and RandomForest (0.737) and 

the True Negative rates for predicting the unaudited class were as follows: Simple 

Logistic (0.636), SMO (0.622), JRIP (0.648), and RandomForest (0.713).  The four learning 

algorithms also have low False Positive rates (FP Rate) when predicting either class 

(Audited/Unaudited) which further supports the high accuracy rates.  A low False 

Positive rate indicates that the algorithm seldom predicted the wrong class.  The False 

Negative rates for predicting the audited class was as follows: Simple Logistic (0.364), 

SMO (0.378), JRIP (0.353), and RandomForest (0.287) and the False Positive rates for 

predicting the unaudited class were as follows: Simple Logistic (0.21), SMO (0.208), JRIP 

(0.23), and RandomForest (0.263).   

 

We also get confirming performance measurements from the Precision, Recall, 

F-Measure, and ROC rates.  The Precision rates for predicting the audited class was as 

follows: Simple Logistic (0.738), SMO (0.731), JRIP (0.74), and RandomForest (0.769), 

and the Precision rates for predicting the unaudited class were as follows: Simple 

Logistic (0.7), SMO (0.697), JRIP (0.684), and RandomForest (0.675).  The high Precision 

rates indicate that the four learning algorithms have a low number of false positive and 

indicate the accuracy of the algorithms in predicting the correct class.  The Recall rates 
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for predicting the audited class was as follows: Simple Logistic (0.79), SMO (0.792), JRIP 

(0.77), and RandomForest (0.737), and the Recall rates for predicting the unaudited 

class were as follows: Simple Logistic (0.636), SMO (0.622), JRIP (0.684), and 

RandomForest (0.713).  A higher Recall rate indicates that the learning algorithms had 

few misclassifications.  Moreover, a high F-Measure confirms the high Precision and 

Recall rate.  The F-Measure rates for predicting the audited class was as follows: Simple 

Logistic (0.763), SMO (0.761), JRIP (0.755), RandomForest (0.752) and the F-Measure 

rates for predicting the unaudited class were as follows: Simple Logistic (0.666), SMO 

(0.657), JRIP (0.666), and RandomForest (0.694).  Lastly, the high ROC rates show that 

the learning algorithms performed better than making a random guess.   A ROC rate 

around .50 indicates that the model is no better than a random guess (Tan et al. 2005).  

The ROC Area rates for predicting the audited class was as follows: Simple Logistic 

(0.793), SMO (0.707), JRIP (0.724), and RandomForest (0.794) and the ROC rates for 

predicting the unaudited class were as follows: Simple Logistic (0.793), SMO (0.707), 

JRIP (0.724), and RandomForest (0.794).  Hence, the four algorithms prediction ability is 

superior to a random guess and further supports the decision to have an audit is 

systematic and endogenous given the set of bank characteristics variables used. 
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Table 9 
 

Simple Logistic Algorithm  
Weka Explorer Results 

 

Percent Correctly Classified Instances:  
72.2793% 

Percent Incorrectly Classified Instances: 
27.7207% 

 
Predicted 

Class 
0 1 

Precision Recall F-Measure ROC Area Class  
0 0.636 0.364 0.7 0.636 0.666 0.793 
1 0.21 0.79 0.738 0.79 0.763 0.793 
 

 
Table 10 

 
SMO Algorithm 

Weka Explorer Results 

 

Percent Correctly Classified Instances:  
71.8074% 

Percent Incorrectly Classified Instances: 
28.1926% 

 
Predicted 

Class 
0 1 

Precision Recall F-Measure ROC Area Class  
0 0.622 0.378 0.697 0.622 0.657 0.707 
1 0.208 0.792 0.731 0.792 0.761 0.707 

 
 

Table 11 
 

JRIP Algorithm  
Weka Explorer Results 

 

Percent Correctly Classified Instances:  
71.6854% 

Percent Incorrectly Classified Instances: 
28.3146% 

 
Predicted 

Class 
0 1 

Precision Recall F-Measure ROC Area Class  
0 0.648 0.352 0.684 0.684 0.666 0.724 
1 0.23 0.77 0.74 0.77 0.755 0.724 
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Table 12 
 

RandomForest Algorithm 
Weka Explorer Results 

 

Percent Correctly Classified Instances:  
72.61% 

Percent Incorrectly Classified Instances: 
27.39% 

 
Predicted 

Class 
0 1 

Precision Recall F-Measure ROC Area Class  
0 0.713 0.287 0.675 0.713 0.694 0.794 
1 0.263 0.737 0.769 0.737 0.752 0.794 

 

 
Unlike tradition statistical outputs, the interpretation of machine learning 

algorithm outputs is often difficult to decipher or the outputs are nonexistent.  

However, the output from the Simple Logistic machine learning algorithm has similar 

output characteristics as the traditional generalized linear model (logistic regression) 

and can be used to approximately capture the “first order” effects of the independent 

variables used on the decision to have a voluntary independent audit.  Table 13 shows 

the output from the Simple Logistic learning algorithm.   For interpretation purposes, we 

focus on Class 1.  Class 1 is the audited class.  As expected and in line with the literature, 

larger (LTA – Positive Coefficient (0.54)), growing (GR – Positive Coefficient (0.05)), and 

less profitable banks (ROAA – Negative Coefficient (-0.2)) are more likely to have an 

independent audit absent regulation.  Furthermore, banks that have more complex 

operations (NIITI - Positive Coefficient (0.23), OBTA – Positive Coefficient (2.57)) also has 

a higher likelihood of procuring an independent audit.  We also find that hierarchical or 

ownership structure may affect the decision to have an audit.  More specifically, banks 
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that are part of bank holding company (BHC - Negative Coefficient (-0.25)) are less likely 

to have an audit and banks owned by depositors (MU - Positive Coefficient (2.36)) are 

more likely to have an audit. This finding is in contradiction to expectation.  We 

expected that commercial banks that are part of a bank holding company and 

stockholder banks would demand an independent audit over non-bank holding 

companies and mutual banks, respectively.  Collectively, these results suggest that 

profitable and growing banks with complex operations have a higher likelihood of 

procuring an independent audit.   Furthermore, hierarchal and ownership structure may 

influence the decision to have or not have an audit.   

 
 
 

Table 13 
 

Simple Logistic Algorithm  
Weka Explorer Results 

 

Parameter: Class 0 (Unaudited): Class 1 (Audited): 
Intercept -0.42 0.42 
LTA -0.54 0.54 
NIITA -0.23 0.23 
OBTA -2.57 2.57 
GR -0.05 0.05 
ROAA 0.2 -0.2 
MU -2.36 2.36 
BHC 0.25 -0.25 
Note: All variables significant (95% level) 
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5.1.1. Robustness Test 
 

As a robustness test, we run traditional Probit Regression in SAS to see if the 

Simple Logistic machine learning algorithm output results are comparable.  Regression 

type models are commonly used in the accounting and auditing literature.  Our Probit 

Regression model is presented below (Model 6):  

 
Model 6 – Audit Decision Model 

AIit = PROBIT( tr + 1LTAit + 2NIITIit + 3OBTAit + 4GRit + 5ROAAit + 6MUit + 7BHCit + 
it),    

 
Where, 
 
i  = Commercial bank identifier; 
 
t  = Year (2001 to 2010); 
 
AI = Audit Indicator (Dummy Variable - 1 if the bank is independently  

audited and 0 otherwise); 
 
LTA   =  Log of total assets; 
 
NIITI  = Non-interest income divided by total income; 
 
OBTA   = Off-balance sheet activities divided by total assets; 
 
GR    = Change in total assets divided by beginning total assets;  
 
ROAA   = Net income divided by average assets; 
 
MU                    = Mutual or stockholder bank (Dummy Variable - 1 if a mutual bank 

and 0 a stock bank); and 
 
BHC = Parent is a Bank Holding Company (Dummy Variable - 1 if the  

bank’s parent is a bank holding company and 0 otherwise). 
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According to Table 14, the SAS Probit Regression coefficients are very 

comparable to Weka’s Simple Logistic coefficients (Table 13).  We also compare the 

confusion matrix from the Weka’s Simple Logistic Algorithm and from SAS’s Probit 

Regression model to compare the classification accuracy of both models ( 

Table 15).  Both models yield similar True Positive and False Positive rates.  For 

example, True Positive rates for the audited class in Weka is 79% and in SAS is 73.84% 

and for the unaudited class in Weka is 63.6% and in SAS is 69.5%. The difference in the 

accuracy for both Logistic Regression models is mainly attributed to Weka using the 

LogitBoost algorithm and SAS using Fisher's scoring algorithm. 

 
 

Table 14 
 

Audit Decision – Logistic Regression Model 

 

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 

Error 
Wald Chi 
Square 

Pr > 
ChiSq 

Intercept 0.4765 0.0259 339.3838 <.0001 
LTA 0.6405 0.00895 5117.153 <.0001 
NIITI 0.2408 0.0103 544.9048 <.0001 
OBTA 2.7192 0.4795 32.1654 <.0001 
GR 0.0549 0.0127 18.6792 <.0001 
ROAA -0.1764 0.0132 178.328 <.0001 
MU 2.2497 0.1208 347.0683 <.0001 
BHC -0.2883 0.0231 155.56 <.0001 
          
R-Square 0.2371       
Max-rescaled R-Square 0.3179       
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Table 15 
 

Confusion Matrix 

 

 Weka Confusion Matrix SAS Confusion Matrix 
 0 - Unaudited 1 - Audited 0 - Unaudited 1 - Audited 
0 - Unaudited 8,610 

63.6% 
4,938 
21% 

8,625 
69.95% 

3,705 
30.05% 

1 - Audited 3,697 
36.4% 

13,905 
79% 

4,923 
26.16% 

13,897 
73.84% 

 
 

5.2. Restatement Models 
 

H2: An independent audit decreases the likelihood of having restatements. 
 
H3: An independent audit decreases the magnitudes of restatements. 
 

5.2.1. Restatement Baseline Models 
 

According to Table 17B, we have endogeneity issue at the 90% confidence level 

(Rho (P-value 0.066)).  Hence, we will focus our analysis on the results from the Bi-

variate Probit Regression (Table 17B) model instead of the Probit Regression Model 

(Table 16).   The results from modeling the decision to have an audit in the Bi-variate 

Probit Regression model are presented in Table 17A.   We expected that audited banks 

should have a lower propensity to have a restatement when compared with unaudited 

banks.  In Table 17B, the coefficient estimate for the audit indicator variable (AI) was 

positive (0.343049) which suggests statistically that banks who have an audit were more 

likely to have restatements.  The finding is counter intuitive as we expected that audited 

banks would have a lesser likelihood of having a restatement.  For analyzing the 
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magnitude of restatements, we focus our analysis on Table 19B (Heckman’s Selection 

Correction Model) instead of Table 18 (Gamma Regression Model) since the Inverse 

Mills Ratio variable (IMR) is significant (P-value < 0.0001) and hence we have a selection 

bias problem.  The likelihood of a restatement Table 19A is modeled in the first stage of 

the Heckman Correction Model.  In line with expectations, the coefficient estimate for 

the audit indicator variable (Table 19B) shows that audited banks were more likely to 

have restatements with lower magnitudes (AI – Negative Coefficient (-0.2895)).  

Although the finding that audited banks have restatements with lower magnitudes is 

positive for auditors, the fact that a restatement was necessary in the first place still 

indicates that a quality audit was not performed.  
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Table 16 
 

Likelihood of Restatement – Probit Regression Model 

Model 1 – Likelihood of Restatements 

      

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 

Error 
WaldChi 
Square 

Pr > 
ChiSq 

Intercept -1.5229 0.0369 1704.157 <.0001 
LTA 0.0434 0.0152 8.1481 0.0043 
OFF 0.0132 0.00414 10.1132 0.0015 
NIITI 0.00658 0.012 0.3002 0.5838 
OBTA 0.0309 0.00918 11.3589 0.0008 
MU 0.1699 0.0579 8.6039 0.0034 
BHC -0.119 0.0323 13.5278 0.0002 
GR 0.00749 0.00843 0.7883 0.3746 
LTC -0.0485 0.016 9.2126 0.0024 
ROAA -0.0621 0.0135 21.2011 <.0001 
AI 0.0601 0.0259 5.3931 0.0202 
          
R-Square 0.0046       
Max-rescaled R-
Square 0.012       

 
 
 

Table 17 
 

Likelihood of Restatement – Bivariate Probit Model (Endogeneity) 

A. Model 6 – Audit Decision Model 

        

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 

Error t Value 
Approx 
Pr > |t| 

Intercept 2.43301 0.122911 19.79 <.0001 
LTA 0.64038 0.008887 72.06 <.0001 
NIITI 0.241683 0.00966 25.02 <.0001 
OBTA 2.679241 0.498078 5.38 <.0001 
GR 0.055148 0.012421 4.44 <.0001 
ROAA -0.1778 0.010619 -16.74 <.0001 
MU 2.245994 0.121508 -18.48 <.0001 
BHC -0.28875 0.023095 12.5 <.0001 
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B. Model 1 – Likelihood of Restatements 

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 

Error t Value 
Approx 
Pr > |t| 

Intercept -1.36664 0.065349 -20.91 <.0001 
LTA -0.01352 0.034466 -0.39 0.6948 
OFF 0.012054 0.004182 2.88 0.0039 
NIITI -0.01366 0.016664 -0.82 0.4122 
OBTA 0.028204 0.009538 2.96 0.0031 
MU 0.067658 0.08464 -0.8 0.4241 
BHC -0.09185 0.03568 2.57 0.01 
GR 0.005188 0.00864 0.6 0.5482 
LTC -0.05056 0.015761 -3.21 0.0013 
ROAA -0.05196 0.014061 -3.7 0.0002 
AI 0.343049 0.155709 -2.2 0.0276 
Rho -0.17341 0.094318 -1.84 0.066 

 

 

Table 18 
 

Restatement Magnitude – Gamma Regression Model 

Model 2 – Magnitude of Restatements 

Parameter   Estimate 
Standard 

Error 

Wald 
Chi-

Square 
Pr > 

ChiSq 
Intercept   4.5197 0.0932 2350.04 <.0001 
LTA   0.7166 0.0363 389.9 <.0001 
OFF   -0.0421 0.009 21.81 <.0001 
NIITI   0.1043 0.0358 8.48 0.0036 
OBTA 0.0265 0.0178 2.21 0.137 
MU 1 0.8873 0.1422 38.92 <.0001 
BHC 1 0.3352 0.0853 15.43 <.0001 
AI 1 -0.0097 0.0678 0.02 0.8859 
Scale   0.5739 0.0152     
            
Criteria For Assessing Goodness Of Fit     
Criterion Value/DF         
Deviance 2.1764         
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Table 19 
 

Restatement Magnitude – Heckman Selection Correction Model (Selection Bias) 

A. Model 1 – Likelihood of Restatements 

    
  

  

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 

Error 
WaldChi 
Square 

Pr > 
ChiSq 

Intercept -1.5229 0.0369 1704.157 <.0001 
LTA 0.0434 0.0152 8.1481 0.0043 
OFF 0.0132 0.00414 10.1132 0.0015 
NIITI 0.00658 0.012 0.3002 0.5838 
OBTA 0.0309 0.00918 11.3589 0.0008 
MU 0.1699 0.0579 8.6039 0.0034 
BHC -0.119 0.0323 13.5278 0.0002 
GR 0.00749 0.00843 0.7883 0.3746 
LTC -0.0485 0.016 9.2126 0.0024 
ROAA -0.0621 0.0135 21.2011 <.0001 
AI 0.0601 0.0259 5.3931 0.0202 

 

B. Model 2 – Magnitude of Restatements 

 

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 

Error 

Wald 
Chi-

Square 
Pr > 

ChiSq 
Intercept 13.9335 1.3915 100.27 <.0001 
LTA 0.6062 0.0395 235.6 <.0001 
OFF -0.0965 0.0121 63.35 <.0001 
NIITI 0.1266 0.0359 12.46 0.0004 
OBTA -0.0657 0.0237 7.71 0.0055 
MU 0.1217 0.1816 0.45 0.5029 
BHC 0.8422 0.1117 56.81 <.0001 
AI -0.2895 0.0796 13.22 0.0003 
IMR -4.8301 0.7099 46.29 <.0001 
Scale 0.5835 0.0154     
          
Criterion Value/DF       
Deviance 2.1363       
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For the control variables, we expected larger banks to have a lower likelihood of 

having a restatement.  The results in Table 17B confirm this by showing that larger 

banks (LTA – Positive Coefficient (-0.01352)) have a lower likelihood of having a 

restatement.  Although the results are insignificant for LTA in Table 17B, we are 

analyzing the likelihood of a restatement (Table 17B) simultaneously with the decision 

to have an audit (Table 17A) and must also consider the significance of LTA in Table 

17A.  In Table 17A, LTA is significant and hence is significant in the model.  It can be 

argued that larger banks are involved in more complex operations and thus may have 

more complicated accounting.  As a result, larger banks may have more restatements 

than smaller banks.  However, to compensate, larger banks typically have better internal 

controls and managers with greater financial expertise than smaller banks.   

 

We expected banks with a greater number of branches/offices and that are 

involved in nontraditional banking products and services to have more complex 

accounting and thus have a higher likelihood of a restatement.  In Table 17B, the 

Bivariate Probit Regression’s coefficient estimate for the variable OFF was 0.012054 

which indicates that banks with more branches/offices are associated with more 

restatement.  For banks with greater complexity in operations, we find that banks with 

greater amounts of non-interest income (NIITI – Negative Coefficient (-0.01366)) were 

less likely to have restatements while banks with greater off balance sheet activity 

(OBTA – Positive Coefficient (0.028204)) were more likely to have a restatement.  NIITI 
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was not significant in Table 17B but since we are analyzing the likelihood of a 

restatement (Table 17B) simultaneously with the decision to have an audit (Table 17A), 

we must also consider the significance of NIITI in Table 17A.  In Table 17A, NIITI is 

significant.  The result for NIITI is contradictory to what we expected.  We expected a 

bank with more complex non-interest products and services to have more restatements.  

However, perhaps banks with greater NIITI are typically bigger banks and they may have 

better internal controls to reduce material misstatements. 

 

For ownership type, the results indicate that a mutual bank (MU – Positive 

Coefficient (0.067658)) was more likely to have a restatement than a stockholder bank.  

The finding is consistent with our expectation.  Unlike depositors/owners of mutual 

banks, the owners/managers at stockholder banks may be involved in management 

activities and hence have a demand for higher quality financial information as a 

monitoring mechanism.   Depositors/owners of mutual banks may not care about the 

performance of the mutual bank since their funds are federally insured.  Likewise for 

hierarchical type, bank holding companies may have similar financial reporting quality 

demands as owners/managers of stockholder banks.  However, unlike 

owners/managers at stockholder banks, the bank holding company may be absent from 

the day to day operations of the commercial bank subsidiary.  Thus, a bank holding 

company may also demand higher quality financial information as a governance 

mechanism to encourage management at their subsidiaries to use more stewardship in 

management and accounting.  The results are consistent with this expectation and show 
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that commercial banks that are part of a bank holding company (BHC – Negative 

Coefficient (-0.09185)) were less likely to have a restatement. 

   

Our findings in Table 17B indicate that growing banks (GR – Positive Coefficient 

(0.005188)) have a higher likelihood of a restatement.   The results for GR in Table 17B 

are not significant but we must consider the significant results for GR from Table 17A.  

Our finding that higher growth may increase the likelihood of restatements is consistent 

with what we expected and a potential explanation could be that the accounting system 

at growing banks may break down due to their inability to keep up with the growth of 

the bank and thus increase the likelihood of a restatement.  In addition, we expected 

that management at banks with profitability and/or capital adequacy issues may not be 

motivated to have more accurate and reliable financial information.  In fact, 

management may have the inclination to prop financial performance to meet growth or 

profitability expectations and regulatory capital requirements.  The results in Table 17B 

show that less profitable (ROAA – Negative Coefficient (-0.05196)) and undercapitalized 

banks (LTC – Negative Coefficient (-0.05056)) are more likely to have restatements.  

These finding perhaps suggest that auditors and regulators should pay more attention 

to the financial reporting of less profitable and undercapitalized banks during their 

examinations. 
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5.3. Discretionary Accrual Models 
 

H4: An independent audit increases the conservative recognition of expected and 

probable losses. 

H5: An independent audit decreases the magnitudes of discretionary accruals in financial 

reporting. 

5.3.1. Accrual Estimation Model 
 
  Table 20 shows the results from the (Beaver and Engel 1996) accrual estimation 

model.  The objective of the (Beaver and Engel 1996) model is to estimate the 

nondiscretionary and discretionary component of the allowance for loan losses for 

subsequent analysis since they are both unobservable.  The residual generated by the 

accrual estimation model is defined as the estimated discretionary component of the 

allowance for loan losses balance.  Moreover, the fitted value generated by the accrual 

estimation model is defined as the estimated nondiscretionary component of the 

allowance for loan losses balance.  The overall model’s explanatory power (Adjusted R-

Square) is 43% and the control variables used are all significant in the model except for 

change in nonperforming loans ( DNPL).  In line with expectations, the significant 

positive parameter coefficients for loan charge offs (DCO Coefficient = 0.29423), 

nonperforming loans (DNPL Coefficient = 0.24029), and total loans (DTL Coefficient = 

0.29423) indicate as the quality of the loan portfolio deteriorates and more loans are 

made then the higher the allowance for loan losses balance will be.  This is consistent 

with expectations because the allowance for loan loss account may need to increase in 
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order to compensate for an increase in probable credit losses.  Although change in 

nonperforming loans was not significant, the coefficient was positive ( DNPL Coefficient 

= 0.00518). 

 

 
Table 20 

 
Beaver Model – OLS Regression Model (Accrual Estimation) 

Model 3 – Accrual Estimation 
 

  Parameter Standard     
Variable Estimate Error t Value Pr > |t| 
Intercept 1.40E-14 0.00428 0 1 
DCO 0.29423 0.00486 60.59 <.0001 
DTL 0.38099 0.00444 85.87 <.0001 
DNPL 0.24029 0.005 48.04 <.0001 

DNPL 0.00518 0.0044 1.18 0.2385 
          
R-Square 0.4306       
Adj R-Sq 0.4306       

 
 
 
 

5.3.2. Baseline Models 
 

The base line and endogeneity model results for analyzing the conservatism in 

reporting of probable credit losses are presented in (Table 21) and (Table 22), 

respectively.   Based on the significance of Rho (Table 22B) in the Bivariate Probit 

Regression model, we do have an endogeneity problem and thus focus our analysis on 

this model.   The decision to have an audit in the Bivariate Probit Regression model is 

presented in Table 22A.  The results indicate that audited banks (AI – Negative 
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Coefficient (-0.12302)) are less conservative in recognizing probable loan losses.  These 

results show that audited banks have a tendency to over-estimated income and over-

value their assets.  According to (Basu 1997), conservatism is the recognition of losses 

on a more timely basis than gains or income.   For analyzing the magnitude of discretion 

accruals, we focus our analysis in Table 24B instead of Table 23 since the Residual 

Inclusion variable (RI) is significant and hence we have an endogeneity issue.   The 

results from modeling the decision to have an audit in the Simultaneous Probit Gamma 

Regression model are presented in Table 24A.   For the magnitude of discretion 

accruals, the results on (Table 24B) indicate that audited banks (AI – Positive Coefficient 

(0.196)) had higher magnitudes of discretionary accruals than unaudited banks.  This 

shows that audited banks exposed themselves to potential estimation errors in using 

higher magnitudes of discretionary accruals in reporting.  Collectively, these two 

findings show that audited banks have a tendency to underestimate probable loan 

losses and use higher magnitudes of discretionary accruals in financial reporting than 

unaudited banks.  These two findings suggest that an independent audit does not 

promote financial reporting quality based on these specific measurements of financial 

reporting quality. 
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Table 21 
 

Discretionary Accruals Conservatism – Probit Regression Model 

Model 4 – Discretionary Accrual Conservatism 

 

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 

Error 
WaldChi 
Square 

Pr > 
ChiSq 

Intercept -0.1178 0.0113 108.3031 <.0001 
SLTL -0.2235 0.0162 189.7086 <.0001 
S NPL -0.1866 0.0191 95.1639 <.0001 
SLNPL -0.2682 0.0114 550.0647 <.0001 
SLALL 1.0131 0.0184 3027.907 <.0001 
AI -0.0677 0.0151 20.0369 <.0001 
          
R-Square 0.2087       

Max-rescaled R-Square 0.2798       
 
 
 
 

Table 22 
 

Discretionary Accruals Conservatism – Bivariate Probit Model (Endogeneity) 

A. Model 6 – Audit Decision Model 

    Standard   Approx 
Parameter Estimates Estimate Error t Value Pr > |t| 
Intercept 2.452713 0.123113 19.92 <.0001 
LTA 0.640458 0.008898 71.98 <.0001 
NIITI 0.258345 0.010056 25.69 <.0001 
OBTA 2.657986 0.494232 5.38 <.0001 
GR 0.051791 0.012353 4.19 <.0001 
ROAA -0.17889 0.010661 -16.78 <.0001 
MU 2.266356 0.121758 -18.61 <.0001 
BHC -0.29037 0.023086 12.58 <.0001 
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B. Model 4 – Discretionary Accrual Conservatism 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For the control variables, the results in Table 22B indicate that as nonperforming 

loans (S NPL and SLNPL) increase or become greater (quality of loan portfolio 

deteriorates) then the less conservative banks are in the reporting of potential loan 

losses.  This is not in line with expectations.  In addition, the magnitude of that un-

conservatism is greater (Table 24B).  We expected that as nonperforming loans increase 

then the bank’s becomes more conservative in reporting probable loan losses because 

potential credit losses are manifesting.  In essence, the banks are being less conservative 

in reporting probable credit losses.  Furthermore, the size of the loan portfolio (SLTL) did 

not seem to play a role in influencing conservatism.  In line with the immediate previous 

explanation for nonperforming loans, we expected the larger a bank’s loan portfolio 

gets the more concern the bank will be with reporting more probable loan losses.   

 
 
 
 
 

    Standard   Approx 
Parameter Estimates Estimate Error t Value Pr > |t| 
Intercept -0.14103 0.018446 -7.65 <.0001 
SLTL -0.86313 0.021107 -40.89 <.0001 
S NPL -0.23996 0.019141 -12.54 <.0001 
SLNPL -0.55313 0.012712 -43.51 <.0001 
SLALL 2.538942 0.029079 87.31 <.0001 
AI -0.12302 0.037339 3.29 0.001 
Rho 0.076448 0.025433 3.01 0.0026 
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Table 23 
 

Discretionary Accruals Magnitude – Gamma Regression Model 

Model 5 – Discretionary Accrual Magnitude 

      

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 

Error 

Wald 
Chi 

Square 
Pr > 

ChiSq 
Intercept -0.6815 0.0076 7998.08 <.0001 
SLTL -0.0626 0.0093 45.04 <.0001 
S NPL 0.1596 0.0115 193.44 <.0001 
SLNPL 0.1208 0.0069 302.44 <.0001 
SLALL 0.2666 0.0071 1390.93 <.0001 
AI 0.0019 0.0102 0.04 0.8502 
Scale 1.28 0.0092     
          
Criterion Value/DF       
Deviance 0.8781       

 
 
 
 
 

Table 24 
 

Discretionary Accruals Magnitude – Simultaneous Probit - Gamma Regression Model 

A. Model 6 – Audit Decision Model 

        

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 

Error t Value 
Approx 
Pr > |t| 

Intercept 2.43301 0.122911 19.79 <.0001 
LTA 0.64038 0.008887 72.06 <.0001 
NIITI 0.241683 0.00966 25.02 <.0001 
OBTA 2.679241 0.498078 5.38 <.0001 
GR 0.055148 0.012421 4.44 <.0001 
ROAA -0.1778 0.010619 -16.74 <.0001 
MU 2.245994 0.121508 -18.48 <.0001 
BHC -0.28875 0.023095 12.5 <.0001 
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B. Model 5 – Discretionary Accrual Magnitude 

 
  

  
  

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 
Error 

Wald 
Chi 
Square 

Pr > 
ChiSq 

Intercept -0.7892 0.0148 2838.59 <.0001 
SLTL -0.0814 0.0096 72.03 <.0001 
S NPL 0.1537 0.0115 179.85 <.0001 
SLNPL 0.1172 0.007 284.03 <.0001 
SLALL 0.2819 0.0074 1451.52 <.0001 
AI 0.196 0.0252 60.42 <.0001 
RI -0.1004 0.0119 70.89 <.0001 
Scale 1.2823 0.0092     
          
Criterion Value/DF       
Deviance 0.8764       

 
 
 

5.4. Robustness Test 
 
The findings discussed above result from examining banks that persistently had 

an audit or did not persistently had an audit for all 10 years under study.   We used only 

banks that were persistent in their audit decision because the Call Reports are not 

directly audited by the independent auditors.  However, the data used to generate the 

Call Reports were audited.  Hence, we only look to see if an independent audit had any 

effect on financial reporting quality.  Furthermore, the results in the study are 

astonishing as they contradict anecdotal evidence and intuition.  Therefore, a 

robustness test of our findings is beneficial to support our findings and to provide 

additional insights.  As a robustness test, we use the complete dataset of commercial 

banks to test whether independently audited banks were less likely to have 
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restatements, have lower magnitudes of restatements, more conservative in 

recognizing probable loan losses, and more conservative in the use of discretionary 

accruals.  The additional analysis of banks that had inconsistent audits can provide 

additional insight.  In the complete dataset, we have banks that persistently had an 

audit or did not persistently had an audit, banks that had an audit in the prior period but 

did not have an audit in the current period, and banks that did not have an audit in the 

prior period but had an audit in the current period.   Four dummy audit indicator 

variables are constructed to represent these situations.  

 
CAI1   = Audit Indicator (Dummy Variable – 1 if the bank is independently  

audited in the prior period and independently audited in the  
current period and 0 otherwise); 

 
CAI2   = Audit Indicator (Dummy Variable – 1 if the bank is not  

independently audited in the prior period and independently  
audited in the current period and 0 otherwise);  

 
CAI3   = Audit Indicator (Dummy Variable – 1 if the bank is independently  

audited in the prior period and not independently audited in the  
current period and 0 otherwise); and 

 
CAI4   = Audit Indicator (Dummy Variable – 1 if the bank is not  

independently audited in the prior period and not independently  
audited in the current period and 0 otherwise). 

 

Unlike the main analysis, in the robustness test we must use a Multinomial 

Probit – Probit Regression model instead of a Bi-variate Probit Model.  For analyzing the 

decision to have an audit in the robustness test, we have an audit indicator variable with 

four categories of audit procurement.  As a result, in the first model we use a 

Multinomial Probit Regression to model the decision to have an audit instead of Probit 
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Regression.  Multinomial Probit Regression is used when the dependent variable is 

categorical and to predict the probable outcome of each category based on a given set 

of independent variables (Greene 2003).  In the Multinomial Probit – Probit Regression 

model, we chose the decision not to have an audit in the prior period and in the current 

period (CAI4) as the reference category and thus omitted from the analysis.  The 

residuals (RI1, RI2, RI3) from Multinomial Probit Regression are included in the second 

model as independent variables.  The inclusion of the residuals in the second model is 

used as a Residual Inclusion test for endogeneity testing (Wooldrige 1997). 

 

We first look at the likelihood of a restatement and its magnitude.  Based on the 

significance of the residual inclusion RI1 in Table 26D and IMR in Table 28B, we do have 

an endogeneity and selection bias issue, respectively.  Although RI2 and RI3 in Table 

26D are also significant, we are primarily focus on the analysis of the consistent decision 

to have an audit.  Hence, we focus on the results from the Multinomial Probit – Probit 

Regression model (Table 26) and the Heckman Selection Correction Model (Table 28) 

instead of the results from the Probit Regression (Table 25) and Gamma Regression 

(Table 27) models.  Table 26 A, B, C presents the results from modeling the decision to 

have an audit for the four different categories.   The residuals from these models are 

used as independent variables in the modeling of the likelihood of a restatement (Table 

26D).  Furthermore, Table 28A presents the results from modeling the likelihood of a 

restatement and generating the inverse mills ratio (IMR) for the second stage (Table 

28B) of the Heckman Selection Correction Model. 
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In Table 26D, the results confirm the finding that banks that had an independent 

audit consistently (CAI1) had a higher likelihood of having a restatement.  Furthermore, 

we find that banks had a higher probability of a restatement if they did not have an 

audit in the prior period but had an audit in the current period.  This finding is consistent 

with expectation and with the literature.  (Lazer et al. 2004) find companies who switch 

to a new auditor have a higher likelihood of having a restatement.  The new auditor may 

impose a restatement in the year of the audit in order to correct material misstatements 

and to limit their potential litigation risk going forward.   The results from Table 28B also 

confirm the findings in the main study where consistently independently audited banks 

(CAI1) are found to have restatements with lower magnitudes.  Furthermore, the results 

show significance for those banks who switch from not having an audit in the prior 

period to having an audit (CAI2) in the current period have lower restatement 

magnitudes as well.  The finding for CAI2 is counterintuitive as we would expect that the 

magnitude of restatements would be larger for those banks that did not have an audit in 

the prior year but had an audit in the current year. 
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Table 25 
 

Likelihood of Restatements – Robustness Test 

Model 1 – Likelihood of Restatements 

      Standard WaldChi- Pr >  
Parameter   Estimate Error Square ChiSq 
Intercept   -1.4888 0.0324 2117.838 <.0001 
LTA   0.0281 0.0133 4.4976 0.0339 
OFF   0.0127 0.00385 10.8931 0.001 
NIITI   0.0224 0.0104 4.6746 0.0306 
OBTA   0.0232 0.00808 8.2017 0.0042 
MU 1 0.1722 0.0543 10.065 0.0015 
BHC 1 -0.1301 0.0284 20.9912 <.0001 
GR   0.00456 0.00808 0.3185 0.5725 
LTC   -0.0468 0.0136 11.8628 0.0006 
ROAA   -0.0616 0.012 26.4229 <.0001 
CAI1 1 0.048 0.0229 4.3933 0.0361 
CAI2 2 0.2363 0.0613 14.8769 0.0001 
CAI3 3 0.0663 0.0671 0.9757 0.3233 
            
R-Square 0.0043         
Max-rescaled R-Square 0.011         

 

Table 26 
 

Likelihood of Restatements – Robustness Test – Multinomial Probit – Probit 
Regression Model (Endogeneity) 

A. Model 6 – Audit Decision Model (Consistently Audited) 
 

    
  

  

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 

Error 
WaldChi-
Square 

Pr > 
ChiSq 

Intercept 0.2989 0.022 184.1322 <.0001 
LTA 0.562 0.0077 5332.011 <.0001 
NIITI 0.2043 0.00856 570.0939 <.0001 
OBTA 2.4823 0.4261 33.936 <.0001 
GR 0.00361 0.00748 0.2329 0.6294 
ROAA -0.1567 0.0108 211.1812 <.0001 
MU 1.7186 0.0758 514.3878 <.0001 
BHC -0.2337 0.0202 133.5625 <.0001 
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B. Model 6 – Audit Decision Model (Unaudited to Audited) 

 
    

  
  

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 

Error 
WaldChi-
Square 

Pr > 
ChiSq 

Intercept -2.2577 0.0818 761.3198 <.0001 
LTA -0.0806 0.0149 29.2916 <.0001 
NIITI -0.0159 0.0162 0.9565 0.3281 
OBTA -6.7588 2.4569 7.5677 0.0059 
GR 0.0345 0.00879 15.3924 <.0001 
ROAA -0.0489 0.0186 6.9308 0.0085 
MU -0.3916 0.1263 9.608 0.0019 
BHC 0.0777 0.0422 3.3903 0.0656 

 
 
 

C. Model 6 – Audit Decision Model (Audited to Unaudited) 
 

    
  

  

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 

Error 
WaldChi-
Square 

Pr > 
ChiSq 

Intercept -2.1246 0.0716 879.4655 <.0001 
LTA -0.1267 0.0147 74.2202 <.0001 
NIITI -0.0147 0.016 0.8501 0.3565 
OBTA -3.0475 2.1007 2.1046 0.1469 
GR 0.0192 0.00822 5.4495 0.0196 
ROAA -0.0222 0.0187 1.4025 0.2363 
MU -0.3654 0.1223 8.9258 0.0028 
BHC 0.0339 0.0409 0.6883 0.4067 
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D. Model 1 – Likelihood of Restatements 

 

Parameter   Estimate 
Standard 

Error 
WaldChi-
Square 

Pr > 
ChiSq 

Intercept   -2.4394 0.2363 106.5479 <.0001 
LTA   0.00588 0.0447 0.0173 0.8953 
OFF   0.0105 0.00388 7.3862 0.0066 
NIITI   0.00418 0.0181 0.0532 0.8176 
OBTA   0.0257 0.00874 8.6279 0.0033 
MU 1 0.1411 0.1106 1.6275 0.2021 
BHC 1 -0.1236 0.0344 12.9179 0.0003 
GR   -0.0297 0.0118 6.3692 0.0116 
LTC   -0.0423 0.0137 9.4933 0.0021 
ROAA   -0.0247 0.0141 3.057 0.0804 
CAI1 1 0.7862 0.2987 6.9271 0.0085 
CAI2 2 3.9559 1.5392 6.606 0.0102 
CAI3 3 4.2858 1.9387 4.8869 0.0271 
RI1   -0.3118 0.1253 6.1893 0.0129 
RI2   -1.2637 0.5219 5.863 0.0155 
RI3   -1.4334 0.6584 4.7396 0.0295 
            
            
R-Square 0.0048         
Max-rescaled R-Square 0.0124         
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Table 27 
 

Restatement Magnitude – Robustness Test - Gamma Regression Model 

Model 2 – Magnitude of Restatements 
 
 

Parameter   Estimate 
Standard 

Error 

Wald 
Chi-

Square 
Pr > 

ChiSq 
Intercept   4.6304 0.0798 3363.88 <.0001 
LTA 0.7468 0.0314 564.71 <.0001 
OFF   -0.0388 0.0088 19.36 <.0001 
NIITI   0.1463 0.0305 23.06 <.0001 
OBTA 0.0121 0.015 0.65 0.4209 
MU 1 0.7183 0.1311 30.01 <.0001 
BHC 1 0.2008 0.0729 7.59 0.0059 
CAI1 1 -0.05 0.0594 0.71 0.3999 
CAI2 2 0.0583 0.1515 0.15 0.7002 
CAI3 3 0.2637 0.1765 2.23 0.1352 
Scale   0.5785 0.0135     
            
Criteria For Assessing Goodness Of Fit     
Criterion Value/DF         
Deviance 2.1562         
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Table 28 
 

Restatement Magnitude – Robustness Test – Heckman Selection Correction Model 
(Selection Bias) 

A. Model 1 – Likelihood of Restatements 

      Standard WaldChi- Pr >  
Parameter   Estimate Error Square ChiSq 
Intercept   -1.4888 0.0324 2117.838 <.0001 
LTA   0.0281 0.0133 4.4976 0.0339 
OFF   0.0127 0.00385 10.8931 0.001 
NIITI   0.0224 0.0104 4.6746 0.0306 
OBTA   0.0232 0.00808 8.2017 0.0042 
MU 1 0.1722 0.0543 10.065 0.0015 
BHC 1 -0.1301 0.0284 20.9912 <.0001 
GR   0.00456 0.00808 0.3185 0.5725 
LTC   -0.0468 0.0136 11.8628 0.0006 
ROAA   -0.0616 0.012 26.4229 <.0001 
CAI1 1 0.048 0.0229 4.3933 0.0361 
CAI2 2 0.2363 0.0613 14.8769 0.0001 
CAI3 3 0.0663 0.0671 0.9757 0.3233 

 

B. Model 2 – Magnitude of Restatements 

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 

Error 

Wald 
Chi-

Square 
Pr > 

ChiSq 
Intercept   12.371 1.1602 113.7 <.0001 
LTA 0.7076 0.0319 492.33 <.0001 
OFF   -0.0835 0.0112 55.94 <.0001 
NIITI   0.0954 0.031 9.48 0.0021 
OBTA -0.038 0.0178 4.57 0.0326 
MU 1 0.0701 0.1629 0.19 0.6667 
BHC 1 0.6753 0.1008 44.9 <.0001 
CAI1 1 -0.2343 0.0653 12.89 0.0003 
CAI2 2 -0.7307 0.1901 14.78 0.0001 
CAI3 3 0.0196 0.1793 0.01 0.9131 
IMR   -4.0375 0.6021 44.96 <.0001 
Scale   0.5858 0.0137     
            
Criterion Value/DF         
Deviance 2.1263         
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Next, we look at the conservative recognition of losses and the magnitude of 

discretionary accruals used in reporting.  Based on the significance of RI1 in both Table 

30D and Table 32D, we have an endogeneity issue.  Hence, we focus on the results from 

these models and ignore the results from the Probit Regression (Table 29) and Gamma 

Regression (Table 31) models.   Table 30 A, B, C and Table 32 A, B, C presents the results 

from modeling the decision to have an audit for the four different categories.   The 

residuals from these models are used as independent variables in the modeling of the 

conservatism (Table 30D) and magnitude of discretionary accruals (Table 32D).   In our 

analysis of whether an independent audit increases the propensity for financial 

reporting conservatism, the results in Table 30B indicates that persistently audited 

banks (CAI1) are less conservative in recognizing probable loan losses.   This is consistent 

with our finding in the main study.  For analyzing the effect that an independent audit 

has on the magnitude of discretionary accruals used in reporting, we find that 

consistently audited banks (CAI1) had higher magnitudes of discretionary accruals.  

These results are also consistently with the main study.  Interestingly, the results also 

show that those banks that went from no audit to having an audit (CAI2) had lower 

magnitudes of discretionary accruals and those banks that went from having an audit to 

not having an audit had higher magnitudes of discretionary accruals (CAI3).  Collectively, 

the results from these robustness tests confirm the findings in the main study that an 

independent audit may not improve financial reporting quality and suggest that quality 

audits are not being performed at small private commercial banks. 
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Table 29 
 

Discretionary Accruals Conservatism – Robustness Test - Probit Regression Model 

Model 4 – Discretionary Accrual Conservatism 
 

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 

Error 
WaldChi-
Square 

Pr > 
ChiSq 

Intercept   -0.1442 0.0103 194.7879 <.0001 
SLTL -0.2724 0.0139 382.7129 <.0001 
S NPL -0.1772 0.0161 121.5489 <.0001 
SLNPL -0.2608 0.0102 656.0699 <.0001 
SLALL 1.0629 0.0163 4256.644 <.0001 
CAI1 1 -0.0377 0.014 7.2691 0.007 
CAI2 2 0.00306 0.0463 0.0044 0.9474 
CAI3 3 0.0174 0.0465 0.1408 0.7075 

 

 

Table 30 
 

Discretionary Accruals Conservatism – Robustness Test – Multinomial Probit – Probit 
Regression Model (Endogeneity)  

 
A. Model 6 – Audit Decision Model (Consistently Audited) 

 
    

  
  

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 

Error 
WaldChi-
Square 

Pr > 
ChiSq 

Intercept 0.2989 0.022 184.1322 <.0001 
LTA 0.562 0.0077 5332.011 <.0001 
NIITI 0.2043 0.00856 570.0939 <.0001 
OBTA 2.4823 0.4261 33.936 <.0001 
GR 0.00361 0.00748 0.2329 0.6294 
ROAA -0.1567 0.0108 211.1812 <.0001 
MU 1.7186 0.0758 514.3878 <.0001 
BHC -0.2337 0.0202 133.5625 <.0001 
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B. Model 6 – Audit Decision Model (Unaudited to Audited) 
 

    
  

  

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 

Error 
WaldChi-
Square 

Pr > 
ChiSq 

Intercept -2.2577 0.0818 761.3198 <.0001 
LTA -0.0806 0.0149 29.2916 <.0001 
NIITI -0.0159 0.0162 0.9565 0.3281 
OBTA -6.7588 2.4569 7.5677 0.0059 
GR 0.0345 0.00879 15.3924 <.0001 
ROAA -0.0489 0.0186 6.9308 0.0085 
MU -0.3916 0.1263 9.608 0.0019 
BHC 0.0777 0.0422 3.3903 0.0656 

 
 
 
 
 

C. Model 6 – Audit Decision Model (Audited to Unaudited) 
 

    
  

  

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 

Error 
WaldChi-
Square 

Pr > 
ChiSq 

Intercept -2.1246 0.0716 879.4655 <.0001 
LTA -0.1267 0.0147 74.2202 <.0001 
NIITI -0.0147 0.016 0.8501 0.3565 
OBTA -3.0475 2.1007 2.1046 0.1469 
GR 0.0192 0.00822 5.4495 0.0196 
ROAA -0.0222 0.0187 1.4025 0.2363 
MU -0.3654 0.1223 8.9258 0.0028 
BHC 0.0339 0.0409 0.6883 0.4067 
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D. Model 4 – Discretionary Accrual Conservatism 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 31 
 

Discretionary Accruals Magnitude – Robustness Test – Multinomial Probit – Gamma 
Regression Model 

Model 5 – Discretionary Accrual Magnitude 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parameter   Estimate StandardError 
WaldChi-
Square 

Pr > 
ChiSq 

Intercept   0.3416 0.123 7.7133 0.0055 
SLTL   -0.2453 0.0144 291.4677 <.0001 
S NPL   -0.1591 0.0162 96.2566 <.0001 
SLNPL   -0.25 0.0104 578.7202 <.0001 
SLALL   1.0489 0.0165 4041.283 <.0001 
CAI1 1 -0.6259 0.0898 48.6056 <.0001 
CAI2 2 -2.0556 1.0578 3.776 0.052 
CAI3 3 -0.4236 1.3032 0.1057 0.7451 
RI1   0.2781 0.0387 51.7032 <.0001 
RI2   0.7042 0.358 3.869 0.0492 
RI3   0.1555 0.4412 0.1242 0.7245 
            
R-Square 0.2266         
Max-rescaled R-Square 0.3039         

Parameter   Estimate 
Standard 

Error 
WaldChi-
Square 

Pr > 
ChiSq 

Intercept   -0.6714 0.0069 9595.08 <.0001 
SLTL   -0.0521 0.0078 44.41 <.0001 
S NPL   0.1431 0.0096 224.45 <.0001 
SLNPL   0.1148 0.006 366.1 <.0001 
SLALL   0.2603 0.0061 1838.86 <.0001 
CAI1 1 0.0015 0.0093 0.02 0.8749 
CAI2 2 -0.0073 0.0305 0.06 0.8122 
CAI3 3 0.0454 0.0306 2.2 0.1376 
Scale   1.2954 0.0084     
            
Criteria For Assessing Goodness Of Fit       
Criterion Value/DF         
Deviance 0.8666         
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Table 32 
 

Discretionary Accruals Magnitude – Robustness Test – Simultaneous Probit - Gamma 
Regression Model 

 
A. Model 6 – Audit Decision Model (Consistently Audited) 

 
    

  
  

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 

Error 
WaldChi-
Square 

Pr > 
ChiSq 

Intercept 0.2989 0.022 184.1322 <.0001 
LTA 0.562 0.0077 5332.011 <.0001 
NIITI 0.2043 0.00856 570.0939 <.0001 
OBTA 2.4823 0.4261 33.936 <.0001 
GR 0.00361 0.00748 0.2329 0.6294 
ROAA -0.1567 0.0108 211.1812 <.0001 
MU 1.7186 0.0758 514.3878 <.0001 
BHC -0.2337 0.0202 133.5625 <.0001 

 
 
 
 
 

B. Model 6 – Audit Decision Model (Unaudited to Audited) 
 

    
  

  

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 

Error 
WaldChi-
Square 

Pr > 
ChiSq 

Intercept -2.2577 0.0818 761.3198 <.0001 
LTA -0.0806 0.0149 29.2916 <.0001 
NIITI -0.0159 0.0162 0.9565 0.3281 
OBTA -6.7588 2.4569 7.5677 0.0059 
GR 0.0345 0.00879 15.3924 <.0001 
ROAA -0.0489 0.0186 6.9308 0.0085 
MU -0.3916 0.1263 9.608 0.0019 
BHC 0.0777 0.0422 3.3903 0.0656 
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C. Model 6 – Audit Decision Model (Audited to Unaudited) 
 

    
  

  

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 

Error 
WaldChi-
Square 

Pr > 
ChiSq 

Intercept -2.1246 0.0716 879.4655 <.0001 
LTA -0.1267 0.0147 74.2202 <.0001 
NIITI -0.0147 0.016 0.8501 0.3565 
OBTA -3.0475 2.1007 2.1046 0.1469 
GR 0.0192 0.00822 5.4495 0.0196 
ROAA -0.0222 0.0187 1.4025 0.2363 
MU -0.3654 0.1223 8.9258 0.0028 
BHC 0.0339 0.0409 0.6883 0.4067 

 
 
 
 
 

D. Model 5 – Discretionary Accrual Magnitude 
      

  
  

Parameter   Estimate 
Standard 

Error 
WaldChi-
Square 

Pr > 
ChiSq 

Intercept   -1.1133 0.061 333.26 <.0001 
SLTL   -0.0631 0.008 62.2 <.0001 
S NPL 0.1373 0.0096 204.02 <.0001 
SLNPL 0.1091 0.0061 320.38 <.0001 
SLALL   0.2737 0.0063 1901.99 <.0001 
CAI1 1 0.4684 0.0463 102.18 <.0001 
CAI2 2 -1.6635 0.5618 8.77 0.0031 
CAI3 3 7.3312 0.6799 116.26 <.0001 
RI1   0.5793 0.1071 29.27 <.0001 
RI2   1.2021 0.172 48.83 <.0001 
RI3   -1.8236 0.2496 53.4 <.0001 
Scale   1.3013 0.0084     
            
Criteria For Assessing Goodness Of Fit       
Criterion Value/DF         
Deviance 0.8625         
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Table 33 
 

Summary of Results 

 
 Hypotheses Results 
Hypothesis 1 The decision to have an 

independent audit is a systematic 
and endogenous. 

Based on the high accuracy rates 
of the Simple Logistic, JRIP, 
Random Forest, and SMO machine 
learning algorithms, this 
hypothesis was supported and 
indicates that the decision to have 
an independent audit may be 
systematic and is endogenously 
and optimally determined given 
company characteristics.   

Hypothesis 2 An independent audit decreases 
the likelihood of having 
restatement. 

The hypothesis was not supported 
and the results show that an 
independent audit may not 
decrease the likelihood of a 
restatement.  Independently 
audited banks were found to be 
more likely to have a restatement 
then unaudited banks.   

Hypothesis 3 An independent audit decreases 
the magnitudes of restatements. 

The hypothesis was supported and 
indicates that an independent 
audit may reduce the magnitude 
of restatements.  Collectively, 
Hypothesis 2 and Hypothesis 3 
may suggest that independently 
audited banks had a higher 
likelihood of restatements but the 
magnitude of those restatements 
were smaller than unaudited 
banks. 

Hypothesis 4 An independent audit increases 
the conservative recognition of 
expected and probable losses. 

The hypothesis was not 
supported.  The results show that 
independently audited banks were 
less conservative than unaudited 
banks in the recognition of 
probable loan losses.   
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Hypothesis 5 An independent audit decreases 
the magnitudes of discretionary 
accruals in financial reporting. 

The hypothesis was not 
supported.  The findings indicate 
that independently audited banks 
had higher magnitudes of 
discretionary accruals than 
unaudited banks.  Collectively, 
Hypothesis 4 and Hypothesis 5 
may suggest that independently 
audited banks were more 
aggressive in recognizing income 
by under reporting probable loan 
losses with greater magnitude. 
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Chapter 6  

6. LIMITATIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS  
 

We find that machine learning algorithms are able to predict with reasonable 

accuracy whether a bank is audited or not audited utilizing only bank characteristic 

variables.  The Simple Logistic, Support Vector Machine (SMO), JRIP, and Random Forest 

machine learning algorithms appear to have the best potential to accurately classify 

whether private commercial banks in the dataset are audited or not audited.  10-fold 

cross-validation was used in the evaluation to show that the results are robust and do 

not suffer from over fitting.  The high accuracy rates (above 70%) of these algorithms 

indicate that the decision to have an audit is systematic and endogenous.  However, a 

limitation must be kept in mind that these results are specific to the FDIC commercial 

bank dataset used and may not be generalizable (perform with similar accuracy in future 

observations or other private companies).  We also find specifically that profitability, 

growth, complex operations, and hierarchal or ownership structure can influence the 

decision to have an audit.  In future studies, the Simple Logistic, Support Vector Machine 

(SMO), JRIP, and Random Forest machine learning algorithms can be tested on other 

private company datasets to determine the generalizability of our results.   

 

The main contribution of this dissertation to the accounting and auditing 

literature is to provide insight or direct evidence on whether an independent audit 

increases financial reporting quality in the small private commercial bank setting.  We 
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use material accuracy, conservative recognition of losses, and the magnitude of 

discretionary accruals used in reporting to measure financial reporting quality.  The 

study first finds that audited banks had a greater probability of having a restatement.  

However, these restatements were of lower magnitude than restatements from 

unaudited banks.  Second, we find that an independent audit does not promote 

conservatism in financial reporting.  More specifically, the results from the study 

indicate that audited banks are less conservative in recognizing probable loan losses.  

Furthermore, audited banks had higher magnitudes of discretionary accruals in 

reporting than unaudited banks.  Collectively, these findings provide evidence that an 

independent audit may not increase the quality of financial reporting and question the 

value of an independent audit absent regulatory requirements.  Furthermore, the 

findings provide implications on the quality of audits being performed at small private 

commercial banks.  Future researchers may want to examine other industries that do 

not have regulatory audit requirements and provide insights on whether the findings in 

this study hold true for other private company audits.  Additionally, future researchers 

may want to use other measurements of financial reporting quality to see if an 

independent audit improves those measurements. 

 

The results of this study are bewildering and may be hard to accept.  However, 

our results are supported and substantiated by rigorous analysis and robustness tests.  

On the other hand, it can be argued that the results from the study are not surprising 

based on recent popular press and research.  (Whalen and Cheffers 2012) find that 
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21.8% of Russell 1000 companies audited by the Big Four had errors in their financial 

statements and required restatements.  A former SEC Chief Accountant, Lynn Turner, 

comments that the results from (Whalen and Cheffers 2012) study call into question the 

quality of audits, competence of the CFO/Controllers, quality of internal controls, and 

the role of the audit committee in financial reporting quality.  Other recent studies 

(Analytics 2007; Plumlee and Yohn 2009; Scholz 2008; Taub 2006; Turner and Weirich 

2006) recognized that restatements by public companies are on the rise.  Collectively, 

the results from these recent studies and the findings from this study suggest that 

regulators and researchers should look further into the relationship between an 

independent audit and financial reporting quality.  Furthermore, audit firms should look 

at their audit methodologies and perhaps innovate to do better audits.  Audit firms may 

want to consider the use of audit automation such continuous auditing and monitoring 

to innovate the audit process.  The use of advanced audit technology such as continuous 

auditing and monitoring may enhance the traditional audit process by improving its 

efficiency and effectiveness (Chan and Vasarhelyi 2010).  The concept of continuous 

auditing was first introduced by (Groomer and Murthy 1989) and (Vasarhelyi and Halper 

1991).  In the continuous auditing environment, the whole population of economic 

transactions is considered by using automated analytical monitoring (Vasarhelyi et al. 

2004; Kogan et al. 2010).  The consideration of the whole population provides a more 

comprehensive or effective audit to detect material misstatements.   
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The study has a number of limitations.  First, we constrain ourselves to one 

industry, and hence the results may not be generalizable.   However, there is an 

advantage of studying small private commercial banks.  Small private commercial banks 

with under $500 million in total assets are not required to have an independent audit.  

The voluntary decision to have an audit by a homogenous large population allows us to 

analyze and isolate whether an independent audit has any propensity to increase 

financial reporting quality.  Second, we do not have data on which auditors audited the 

banks.  In the literature, audits by the Big 4 are synonymous with quality audits and 

quality financial reporting.  Third, the Call Reports are not specifically audited by the 

auditors but the data extracted from the general ledger (GL) which are used to generate 

the regulatory reports are audited.  Fourth, an audited bank without a restatement does 

not directly indicate quality auditing.  The bank being audited could have had excellent 

controls over financial reporting and produced high quality financial reports without any 

regards to audit quality.   Fifth and last, we estimate the non-discretionary and 

discretionary component of the allowance for loan losses using statistical models 

without context of the management’s and the auditor’s judgment of the loan portfolio 

quality.  Perhaps there are unobserved justifiable reasons to inflate or deflate the 

quality of loans by management and their auditors. We also make assumptions that our 

models accurately model the nondiscretionary and discretionary component of the 

allowance for loan losses. These assumptions are necessary and we understand they 

may affect our findings.   
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APPENDIX 
 

Variable Definitions 
 

RS    =  Restatement (Dummy Variable - 1 if the bank restated and 0  
otherwise); 

 
RSABS   =  Absolute value of Restatement; 
 
LTA  = Log of Total Assets; 
 
OFF  = Number of offices, branches, locations, and facilities; 
 
NIITI  = Non-interest Income divided by total Interest and Non-interest  

income; 
 
OBTA   = Off-balance sheet activities divided by total assets; 
 
MU                    = Mutual or stockholder bank (Dummy Variable - 1 if a mutual bank 

and 0 a stock bank); 
 
BHC = Parent is a Bank Holding Company (Dummy Variable - 1 if the  

bank’s parent is a bank holding company and 0 otherwise); 
 
GR    = Change in total assets divided by beginning total assets;  
 
LTC   =   Total loans divided by Total Equity Capital; 
 
ROAA                = Net income (Loss) divided by Total Average Assets (assets at the 

end of the previous year plus assets at the end of the current year 
divided by 2);  

 
DALL   =  Allowance for loan losses; 
 
DCO   = Loan charge offs; 
 
DTL   = Total Loans; 
 
DNPL   = Nonperforming loans; 
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DNPL   = Change in nonperforming loans as a percentage of the average of  
beginning and  ending total loans; 

 
rALLDirect = Discretionary component of allowance for loan losses (Residual  
  from (Beaver and Engel 1996) Model); 
 
rALLABS = Magnitude of discretionary component of allowance for loan  

losses (Absolute value of residual from (Beaver and Engel 1996)  
Model; 

 
SLTL  = Beginning balance of total loans; 
 
S NPL  = Change in Nonperforming Loans; 
 
SLNPL  = Beginning balance of nonperforming loans; 
 
SLALL   =  Beginning balance of allowance for loan losses;  
 
AI  = Audit Indicator (Dummy Variable - 1 if the bank is independently  

audited and 0 otherwise); 
 
CAI1   = Audit Indicator (Dummy Variable – 1 if the bank is independently  

audited in the prior period and independently audited in the  
current period and 0 otherwise); 

 
CAI2   = Audit Indicator (Dummy Variable – 1 if the bank is not  

Independently audited in the prior period and independently  
audited in the current period and 0 otherwise); and 

 
CAI3   = Audit Indicator (Dummy Variable – 1 if the bank is independently  

audited in the prior period and not independently audited in the  
current period and 0 otherwise). 
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